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U.S. prisoner symbolizes Somalia debate

93

By NIKI KAPSAMBEUS
Associated Press Writer
BERLIN. N.H. (AP) — In a
hostage pilot's hometown and in
other communities big and small.
Americans are expressing misgivings about sending GIs to Somalia, and wondering whether the
cost in U.S. blood is too high.
"We have too many people
starving in our own country,"
said Steve Derosier, 32, who was
the best man at the wedding of
helicopter pilot Michael Durant.
"But 1 don't think we should
just pack up and hit the road. It
would look like we had our tail
between our legs," Derosier said
Tuesday as yellow ribbons flut-

Jordan
retires

:

-

CHICAGO (AP) — Michael
Jordan, the world's most popular athlete, will retire Wednesday after nine seasons, leaving
the NBA without its greatest
player and biggest star just
days before the start of training camp.
His departure strips the
league of its biggest box office
:attraction, a breathtaking acn?die -league in,sccabat who
ing the last seven years and
carried the _Chicago Bulls to
three straight NBA titles.
"Dateline NBC," the Denver Post and the Chicago SunTimes reported the news
almost simultaneously Tuesday night. A source in the
Bulls organization later confirmed the reports for The
Associated Press.
The story broke as the Chicago Bulls were preparing a
bid for a fourth straight NBA
championship.
See related story on page
S.

lea

tered from car antennas, City
Hall lampposts and houses on the
street where Durant once lived.
Such doubts tugged at Americans' consciences after a bloodied and bruised Durant, an Army
Ranger. was shown on television
in the custody of a Somali warlord. Many were outraged also by
images of a dead American being
dragged by a rope through Mogadishu's dusty streets by cheering
Somalis.
Durant's parents, Leon and
Louise, left Berlin — a town of
12,500 in the White Mountains of
northern New Hampshire — for
Tennessee. Durant's wife, Lorne,
and 14-month-old son. Joseph,
live in Clarksville, Tenn . near

Fort Campbell, which straddles
tlihnee. Tennessee-Kentucky state
A sign at the base gate read
"God Bless Our Troops in Somalia." But there were echoes of
military involvement a generation
ago in another land half a world
away.
"We don't have any business
being there." said Ed Lucsynski.
a mechanic at a Clarksville gas
station. "It makes me feel like
Vietnam is happening all over
again. We need to fight our own
battles. We don't need to be the
world's policeman."

tion Restore Hope — launched 10
months ago to feed Somalis —
had detenorated into firefights.
"We originally went to Somalia to help the food get to starving people and now what is happening? All of a sudden we're
fighting. It's just not right,"
Cobb said outside the Durants'
red-brick home in Clarksville.
Near Fort Stewart. Ga., where
tanks and infantrymen from the
24th Division arc hurrying to east
Africa as reinforcements, barbershop owner Howard "Curly"
Gainous voiced similar concerns
about the Somalis.

Josic Cobb, a neighbor of the
Durants. wondered how Opera-

"At first they wanted,tts and
now they've turned on us," said

Board members
talk with faculty
not allotted by the state.
By AMY WILSON
Ste Writer
"1 don't think this board plans
emphasize athletics more than
to
FaculUniversity
Murray State
Butts said. "I
ty Senate members had the anything else,"
will
be changes in
there
think
several
opportunity to discuss
future."..
issues with members of the board athletics in the
Joe Fuhrmann, professor of
of regents Tuesday.
said he is concern,ed
history,
James
and,
Easley
Regents Sid
salaries.
faculty
about
-pots attended the Faculty enate
that we are
figure,
we
"When
variety
a
meeting and addressed
of
co-payment
into
going
now
of topics nrg.ing from the presare
salaries
our
and
insurance
.to
idential search - commitift
'falling, arc you considering some
Faculty salaries.
to help
James Stuart, associate profes- kind of minimum plan
asked.
Fuhrmann
us?"
sciences,
biological
sor of
Easley emphasized that faculty
expressed his concern that a
are the board's biggest
salaries
as
athletics,
in
renewed interest
well as an expanding physical concern.
"By cutting back in administraplant, would cause more money
tion and getting more students, it
to :be spent in athletics.
"Where will the money for the will be possible to give raises,"
stadium's new turf come from? he said. "We are very disturbed
Do you see our sports program that some other universities are
getting a bigger share of the able to give raises."
Ted Brown, assistant professor
pie?" Stuart asked.
English, asked about the progof
chairman,
Butts, board
responded that the turf replace- ress of the „presidential search
ment funds would come from an committee.
outside fund drive if funds are • See Page 2A

Gainous, 72, who gives many (Us
their brush cuts. "1 don't think
sending our boys over there to
get killed is the answer."
Somalia dominated the bar talk
at Veterans of Foreign Wars Post
2785 in Albany, Ga., commanded
by former sailor Lee Temple, 66,
a veteran of World War II, Korea
and Vietnam. -I think we ought
to clean house or get the hell
out," he said.
From the concrete canyons of
Manhattan to the Pacific Northwest, everyday Americans
doubted whether the cost in blood
is worth paying.
"1 think we should, try to get
out as fast as we can without los-

ing whatever ground we have
gained," said Wayne Gaudin, a
35-year-old lawyer having lunch
in front of the New York Public
Library.
At a French bakery in Portland.
Ore., graphic artist Tony Tavan
read the developmercts in the
morning paper. "I think (we)
should get out and let them
starve," said Tavan, taking a big
bite of an almond -toasted
croissant.
The developments hit home
hard for Ann Gean of Wilburton,
Okla. Her 21-year-old son, Marine Lance Cpl. Anthony Botello,
was killed by a Somali sniper's
bullet Jan. 25.

GEE, THIS IS HEAVY

STACEY CROOKAPdge, & T,r•-•os photo '

Children at the Sunshine Center got a lesson In lire prevention Tuesday morning when Chris Mann, a
member of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue. brought an engine and other equipment to the school.

Yeltsin keeps up pressure Death toll rises on local roads
...resistance collapses in Moscow
MOSCOW (AP) — Soldiers
disarmed and arrested several
groups of gunmen today as violent resistance to President Boris Yeltsin collapsed and the
government took full control of
the capital.
Isolated attacks by snipers
were reported overnight, but
there were no casualties.
Yeltsin's govzrnment continued to crack down on the
opposition. Scveral mainstream
Moscow newspapers appeared
today with blank spots on their
pages where articles had been
censored and removed. But the

.more wounded:
• Yeltsin • had been locked in a
power struggle with an informal
alliance of Communists, fascists
and ultra-nationalists opposed
to the scale and pace of his
political and economic reforms.
Both sides had tried to oust
each other during an 18-month
power struggle that crippled the
'government.
Life was returning to normal
in Moscow today with heavy
commuter traffic headed to the
city center. Tanks were pulled

government later today ended
censorship, saying it was a temporary emergency step.
Government troops and tanks
stormed the parliament building
Monday and crushed armed
resistance by some 1,500 lawmakers and their supporters.
Hard-liners were holed up in
the building for almost two
weeks after refusing Yeltsin's
order to disband and hold new
elections.
Fighting began after hardliners rioted Sunday in central
Moscow. The baules left more
than 100 dead and hundreds

III See Page 2A

...Kurth shares perspective
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Although many Americans
are linked to the events in Russia
only through the media, Murray
Slate University President Ronald
J. Kurth has first-hand
experience.
Kurth, a retired rear admiral
with the U.S. Navy, served as the
naval attache to the American
I Embassy in Moscow from 1975
_

to 1977 and the defense attache
from 1985 to 1987.
"Anyone who has been watching television saw that Yeltsin
took decisive measures and the
support for him seems to be waxing again," Kurth said.
Kurth said he thinks Yeltsin's
attempt to solve problems has
been reasonable and his stamina
has been extraordinary.
Although he commends Rus-

sian President Boris Yeltsin for
"showing considerable restraint
since he had more military forces
on call," Kurth said he does not
think Yeltsin will be able to solve
Russia's difficulties.
"1 don't think it will be
achieved under one leader; it will
be a succession of leaders."
Kurth said. "He's trying the best
II See Page 2A

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The death toll continues to rise
on 'West Kentucky's roadways,
according to Kentucky. State
• ,
Police records.
Trooper Chuck Robertson,
KSP public information officer,
said Post 1 has worked 31 traffic
fatalities so far this year.
"We've still got a long way to
go," he said.
From Jan. 1 to Oct. 1, 1992,
state police worked 26 trafficrelated deaths. Thirty-two people
died in traffic accidents in all of
1992.

During the first weekend in
October, four people have died as
the result of traffic accidents.
Robertson said it is unusual for
so many deaths to occur in such, a
shórt time.
No one has been killed in a
traffic accident in the city of
Murray since 1991, according to
records from the Murray Police
Department.
However, from Oct. 1, 1992 to
Oct. 1 1993, city police have
worked at total of 671 crashes.
Of those, 81 have involved
injuries.
Twelve were alcohol-related.

During that same time period,
officers made 89 DUI arrests.
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department has not worked a fatal traffic accident this . year,
accoiding ó -their records:— —
However, as the holiday season
approaches, motorists are asked
to be cautious. Additionally, all.
drivers and passengers should always wear safety belts and secure children into restraint
devices.
Last December, Murray police
worked the most number of traffic accidents, 71, in a one-month
period.

Collins denies promises made
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Bill Collins said it was one of the
first rules he learned about political fund raising: "You don't
promise jobs for contributions."
Neither did he promise state
contracts, Collins said Tuesday.
No contracts in exchange for contributions to the campaign of his
wife, Martha Layne Collins. No
contracts in return for investments-in the limited partnerships
he formed shortly after she
became governor.

administration, 1983 to 1987.
"I never did make promises
The tax charge is that Collins
like that," Collins testified in his
also disguised kickbacks as politextortion and tax trial.
ical contributions, thus misleadCollins was to be back on the
ing the Internal Revenue Service.
witness stand today for more
Collins said Tuesday he was
questions from his attorney,
Frank E. Haddad of Louisville. scrupulous in running his wife's
Then he faced cross examination campaign, which raised $5 million. The campaign's fund-raisers
from prosecutors.
were reminded of the legal restrCollins is charged with extorting money from bond underwri- ictions, he said --- a 53,0(X) limit
ters. They allegedly bought sub- on individual contributions, a
scriptions to his real-estate and SIO0 limit on cash gifts.
"I would tell people to really
horse partnerships to be assured
of contracts to handle Kentucky
bond issues during Mrs. Collins' • See Page 3A

...........•

INSIDE
MI An entire town mourns the death of
five of its residents, three of whom
taught In the local school district Carter
vale, a small, southern Illinois town
attempts to cope with the fatal auto
acident
that has caused so much grief

Page 3

EVENTS
111 Murray State University will Induct
four new members to its athletic hall of
fame on Thursday at 6 p m at the Curns
Center Ballroom Tickets are available by
calling 762-6184

SPORTS
• There we'e
plenty of birdies
on Joy Roach's
score card that
helped her win the
First Region golf
title Tuesday al
the Murray County
Club

1
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Man arrested after sexually assaulting 15 year old

•.•

a

and the girl went to church togebter. After the evening service, he
invited the girl to get ice cream.
The girl got permission from her
mother to go with Bright. The
two allegedly stopped at his
house so he could get his wallet
and then left.
Afterwards, the they returned
to Bright's house. He allegedly
turned on a TV and then made
sexatial advances toward the girl.
When she said no, he became

MAYFIELD, Ky. — A Mayfield man has been arrested and
charged with sexually assaulting
a I5-year-old girl Sunday night.
According the police, Shane
Bright, 23, of Rt. 2 Mayfield,
sexually attacked the girl at his
residence with a claw hammer at
907 p.m.
He was charged with firstdegree assault and first-degree
sexual abuse.
According to reports, Bright

violent, according to reports.
Bright allegedly tore the girl's
clothes off and dragged her to a
garage area where he hit her in
the head with a claw hammer. He
then dragged her into the front
yard and left her.
When the victim regained consciousness, she went to a neighbor's house for help. Authorities
were notified and Bright was
arrested less than an hour later.
After the arrest, Bright was

lodged in the Graves County Jail
in lieu of $10,000 bond. He is
free on bond after posting the
money Monday.
The victim was taken to PineLake Medical Center and later
transferred to Western Baptist
Hospital. The family has
requested no information be
released on the girl's condition.
Authorities said an investigation is continuing and other
charges are pending.

of Stepankov's botched prosecution of the plotters of the
1991 coup attempt. He also
fired two provincial leaders
who opposed him during the
crisis.
The government says the
crackdown on opposition is
necessary to end the threat of
violence. But some Russians are
concerned what it could mean
for the future of democracy in
Russia, fearing Yeltsin may be
tempted to impose his will
rather than seek consensus.

The Cabinet, led by Defense
Minister Pavel Grachey, formally thanked some 1,300 soldiers
and commandos who had pummeled the marble parliament

•Moscow...
FROM PAGE IA
hack from around the blackened
parliament building and fewer
troops were seen on the streets.
Officials were considering
what charges would be filed
against the parliament leaders,
former vice president Alexander
Rutskoi and parliament speaker
Ruslan Khasbulatov. The two
men and other top leaders were
being held in high-security
prisons.
Yeltsin continued to tighten
his grip on the government.

The chairman of the Constitutional Court, who had sided
with Yeluin's foes in the fight
over dissolving parliament, resigned today. Under Valery
Zorkin's leadership, the court
initially took an independent
line after the Soviet collapse,
but this year Zorkin increasingly aligned with parliament
leaders.
On Monday, Yeltsin dismissed Russia's chief prosecutor Valentin Stcpankov, apparently hoping to avoid a repeat

III Board...
FROM PAGE 1A
Easley, who serves as chairman of the committee, told the
group that a number of characteristics had been developed as a
result of the meetings with university constituencies.
"We've distributed the list of
characteristics to all the search
committee members to hopefully
prioritize them," Easley said.
"Next thing we want to do is sit
down and discuss what we want a
president to do."

geographical reasons," Butts said.
"The thing I really think should
be known is that there are no longer any who voted for or against.
The 7-3 decision is behind the
board and there were 10 who voted for the search."

On the issue of whether the
committee will use a consultant,
Easley said the board plans to
have a special meeting soon to
deal with that question.
Janice Morgan, associate professor of foreign languages,
asked why the search committee
was composed of only those who
voted against renewing President
Ronald J. Kurth's contract.
"Every board member was
asked to serve on the committee.
Some declined for personal or

Butts also said he stuck with
those five members in spite of
criticism about the composition
of the committee.
"I gave it the best shot I had
and we will sink or swim on our
decision," Butts said. "To the

building for 10 hours on Monday, igniting fires that blackened the top third of the building, known as the White House.
"A wave of hatred and death
was stopped in Moscow. The
bloody rebellion was
suppressed," the Cabinet said
Tuesday in a statement.

best of my knowledge, I have
never heard one person's name
mentioned for the presidency of
Murray State. Where these names
come from I don't know."

"Everything is on the table."
John Yates, chairman of the
Task Force on Academic Restructuring, told the faculty members
that the task force is due to sub-

Another issue discussed was
how Murray State will fare under
the governor's plan to restructure

mit its report Oct. 15. It has been
meeting since March to look at
reorganizing the university.

higher education.
Butts said the commission will
meet every two weeks from now
until Dec. 21.
"I really believe we will have
to deal with change," he said.

"The variable is that our findings may be preempted by the
governor's commission," Yates
said. "We started out looking at
each individual academic program and studied enrollment and

NI Kurth...
-

themselves in the parliament for their children and ways to put
building with their supporters as food on the table."
Kurth said times are difficult
a challenge to Yeltsiri's authority:
the Russians because they
for
On Monday, Yeltsin retook the
have gotten the truth in the last
building with the aid of tanks and
five years.
paratroopers.
"They are carrying a lot of
Meanwhile, the value of the
baggage," he said. "Pensioners
ruble has decreased to the point
are suffering the most."
that many Russian families are
Although the difficulties Russiunable to pay the prices for
a is facing cannot be fixed overnecessities for things such as
night, Kurth recommends that
food.
young Russians need to be
—The people want democracy,
but a democracy that works," exposed to the opportunities of
the West.
Kurth said. "They want chances

FROM PAGE 1A
he Lan, I'm'sure. I think there are
going to'be. enough difficulties
that we will go through a Series
of leaders."
The unrest was the culmination
of a nearly two-year battle over
Yeltsin's policies, which his
opponents contend are harming
the country and should be slowed
down.
When Yeltsin dissolved the
parliament Sept. 21, the unrest
escalated into violence as leaders
of the parliament barricaded
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"We've got to bring as many
young Russians out of thr former
Soviet Union so they can have
experience in a Western economy
and we have got to send as many
Westerners to'. Russia in an
attempt to keep the desire, motivation and hope alive so the
Russians can achieve democracy," he said.
In order for the Russians to
succeed, they have to draw upon
the experience of other countries,
he said.
"Older people have been
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Finalists for the MI' of MSU Homecoming Queen are (front from left)
Heather Grogan of Murray, Catherine Frazier of Mt. Vernon, Ill. and
Kim Dirks of Waterloo, Iowa, (back from left) Shannon Stroud of
Paducah and Carrie Ford of Mayfield.
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financial data."
Yates emphasized that the task
force it not examining ways to
eliminate funds from the academic side of the university, but is
searching for ways to strengthen
areas through reallocation.
"We will identify programs
that need to be eliminated and
there will be dollar figures presented," Yates said.
In other business, the senate
approved the creation of an opinion questionnaire examining the
usefulness of methods of teacher
evaluation.

geared to believe their world is throughout the country at affordfull of complicated intrigue at the able. prices, he said.
Although many have called the
hands of foreigners," he said.
Etoviev..dr, there are those in Rus- political uprising - "the *orSi
sia who understand that associa- "political violence Since the 1917
tion with democratic'countries is Bolshevik Revolution," Kurth
the only hope for a democratic said he does not believe it.
"There were food riots and
society.
Kurth said sending economic purges during Stalin's time that
aid is not the answer to the caused the deaths of many Russians," he said.
problem.
As Yeltsin begins picking up
"We can provide money, but
no country in the West, nor a the pieces of the revolt and tries
coalition of countries can provide to make progress with restructurenough to make a big enough dif- ing the collapsed Russian ecoference," Kurth said. "The needs nomy, the Russian people wait
of the former Soviet Union are a anxiously to see what will happen
next.
bottomless well."
"I think his restraint has been
An immediate solution is that
there must be distribution of suf- commendable, but do I think he
ficient food for everyone to eat will last? No. I think the period
of transition will be too long for
one leader to last," Kurth said.
paper?
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Wife of captured Army pilot 'surviving'

IJ

-J

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Irorrie Durant surrounded herself with friends and family
members as she awaited word of
her captured husband.
"She's OK. No, she's not.
She's surviving," said next-door
neighbor George Wilson, who
spent Tuesday trying to comfort
Mrs. Durant.
"How would you be if your
husband had been captured?"
Michael J. Durant. a 32-yearold chief warrant officer, was
captured over the weekend when

the Blackhawk helicopter he
14-month -old son, rented the
piloted was downed by Somali
house across the street from a
militants.
cow pasture less than a year ago,
In a videotape released by his
a neighbor said.
captors Monday, Durant appeared
On Tuesday, a two-seat metal
with a bloody face and black eye
rocking chair sat empty on the
and cautiously answered quesfront porch. At times, a muscular,
tions by unseen interrogators.
pon)-tailed guardian for Mrs.
His wife declined to meet with
Durant kept an eye on inc
groups of reporters camped on
activity;
the front lawn of their modest, r Capt.' Dcrik Crotts said the
one-story red brick home in a rur- family didn't want to say anyal section of Clarksville, 40 miles thing that "could affect his safety
northwest of Nashville.
or jeopardize his safety."
The Durants, who have a
She did meet with neighbors,

military wives and other friends,
some of whom brought food and
flowers.
The Durants' pastor at New
Providence United Methodist
Church, Phil Ross, said he also
talked with Mrs. Durant but
called their conversation
"private."
Durant's parents also refused
to meet with reporters, hopping
into a police car and avoiding the
Nashville airport terminal after
flying in from New Hampshire.

Durant was assigned to the
160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment Airborne, a Fort
Bragg, NC.-based outfit whose
members seldom discuss their
work.
Neighbor Josie Cobb called
Mrs. Durant, 3 grade school
teacher, a friendly woman.
"Your heart goes Out to her,
for the pain and the fear she must
be feeling," said Mrs. Cobb.
"What will they do to him'
She's probably seen the Somalis
dragging that dead soldier

through the streets."
Durant, who joined the Army
in 1979 and was decorated during
the Gulf War, went to Somalia in
August. His helicopter was shot
down during a raid to capture
militia members loyal to Somali
warlord Mohamed Farrah Aidid.
Feelings about U.S involvement in Somalia were strong
throughout Clarksville, a city of
75,000 with close ties to Fort
Campbell. which borders the city.

Russia prepares for future

Yeltsin gets control of economy, but big challenges ahead
MOSCOW (AP) — Economists and businessmen are bullish
about Boris Yeltsin's strike
against hard-liners in parliament,
but the Russian president faces
new battles on the road to a free
market.
For 18 months, Yeltsin and his
opponents were engaged in a bitter power struggle over the president's free-market measures. The
defeat of the lawmakers on Monday removes a major obstacle to
Yelstin's vision of the country's
economic future.
"It's clear the dissolution of
parliament ... gives a new window of opportunity to carry out
the reforms," said Andrei Illar-
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ionov. an economist at the government's Center for Economic
Reform.
After Yeltsin dissolved parliament Sept. 21, his staff prepared
a sheaf of decrees to liberalize
foreign trade, ease credit for prisate farmers and simplify the
jungle of rules regulating the
ownership of private property.
Over the past few months: parliament had sabotaged Yeltsin's
reform plan by passing laws that
would have derailed the transfer
of state property to private hands
and a bloated budget that would
have fueled inflation.
Last year, the parliament
forced Yeltsin to drop Yegor Gal-

dar, a key strategist of the economic reforms who rejoined the
Cabinet as minister of economics
just before parliament was
dissolved.
Russian bankers and businessmen — who stand to make big
profits as a result of the reforms
-- saw Gaidar's return as a good
sign. As they did during the 1991.
coup attempt, they solidly backed
Yeltsin as he forced the hard-line
lawmakers to surrender.
But opposition remains.
The Central Bank. the powerful state industries and the collective farm lobby, which relies on
state subsidies to survive, are all
sure to keep up resistance, even

after parliament's demise
Anticipating this, Yeltsin
ordered the Central Bank to
answer to the government after
dissolving parliament, which had
controlled the bank.
Throughout the year. the Central Bank printed money that subsidind unprofitable state enterprises and drove up inflation. In
August, it ordered the widely
unpopular decision . to annul all
pre-I993 banknotes.
The bank is now resisting
attempts by the government to
control it.
It failed to raise the discount
rate two weeks ago as ordered in
3 government effort to halt soccu-

Small town buries its five dead,
grapples with traffic tragedy

senate
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The accident's only survivor
CARTERVILLE. III. (AP) —
A small Southern Illinois town ‘5.ts Linda Janes, a Carterville
dressed itself in mourning Tues- High School teacher's assistant
day as it said farewell to five and city cduncil member ieported
residents, including 'three teach- in sa4isfactay condition, at a
MO., hospital
ers,-killed- in a traffic -accident. Cape
flags flew at half-staff Tuesday. she ind the other fivc
along Cartervillc's hilly main from Carterville were traveling to
street. Blue and orange ribbons, Paducah. Ky., to celebrate her
the city's school colors, blew in birthday.
the breeze from store fronts, road
The dead Carterville residents
signs and at Carterville High included Mrs. Janes' husband,
School, where 1,500 people Phillip Janes, a junior high school
packed a gymnasium for a lang„uage arts teacher and varsity
memorial service.
baseball coach; Connie Church, a
."Heaven is now a brighter high school English and speech
place because they're there. Our teacher; and Cleo Harris, a fifthloss is heaven's gain," said the and sixth-grade teacher.
Rev. Robert Hancock, former
pastor of Grand Avenue Baptist
The remaining two from CarChurch.
were Mrs. Church's husterville
Hancock had to stop his eulogy
Charles Church, and Mrs.
band,
temporarily after becoming overHarris' husband, Jerry Harris.
whelmed with grief. The victims
had been his parishioners.
The Metropolis victims were
The collision Friday between
Daniel and Alice Phelps.
two vans — one carrying three
Carterville couples and the other
The 1,600-student Carterville
a Metropolis couple — killed
district- held no classes
school
seven people. It also pierced the
Tuesday.
heart of a tightly knit community
"Everybody is kind of comof about 3,600 whose slogan is
forting everyone else. Everybody
"Come Live With Us."
is consoling everybody." said
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•Collins...
FROM PAGE 1A
watch the cash, that if you did get
cash, make sure you got names to
go along with it," Collins said.
He said he was equally scrupulous when. giving his sales
pitch to prospective investors.
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But The Courier-Journal
reported in 1986, two years after
creation of Collins Investments
Inc., that more than half its investors did business with the state or
held state appointments.
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Executives of two firms —
Cranston Securities Co. of Columbus, Ohio, and Donaldson
Lufkin & Jenrette of New York
— agreed to invest S1.7 million.
The firms were selected to help
market bond issues totaling S1.7
billion during Mrs. Collins'
administration.

Am.

And Yeltsin will likely need to
seek the support of the powerful
industrial lobby, which wants
continued state subsidies to the
defense, energy, nuclear and
heavy industries.
At some point, the military,
which backed Yeltsin in the current crisis, is likely to present the
bill for its support — possibly in
the form of pay hikes and an
increase in the already inflated
defense budget.
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The five caskets, adorned with
framed family photographs, werelaickend-to-end alongside a bluecurtained stage covered with
flowers. Many in the crowded
bleachers fought back tears.
"Mr. Janes always told jokes
during class," recalled 13-yearold Christopher Thompson, a for
mer student of Janes and Mrs.
Harris. "And Mrs. Harris. she
taught us so much that you probably can't forget most of it."
Hancock told the assembly that
Mrs. Church had led a discussion
about death and dying in her
advanced English class Friday.
Just hours before she was killed.
"Connie made the remark to
the students that death is not the
end, but a new beginning," Hancock said. "Now, did Connie
have some sense of premonition,
was there a foreboding? I rather
doubt it. I really don't think so. It
isn't important anyway. I mean
that was Just the way Connie
was."

SRM 2100 Trimmer/Cutter
-21.2 cc two cycle engine
•Weighs lust 12 lbs.
-Brush blade capable

GT1100A Grass Trimmer
•21.2 « two cycle engine
ightweight - under 9 lbs.
•lap to aavance cutting head

SAVE
$20

219

99

ON SALT

ON SALE

reg S23999

1
1 499-9
rep $ 79 99

Murray 117043r 6 Auto
753-2571

Chestnut St Murray

One of
Harlan C:()un
best students has
been in elementary
school for 20 years.

Does Your Heart Good
American Heart,
Association
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"I absolutely did not do that,"
Collins replied.

from the government, which
doesn't have the money to pay
them. Yeltsin will have to look
for ways to win their support in
the months ahead.

SHONEY'a

The main prosecution witness,
former state finance secretary
Lester "Mac" Thompson, said
Collins decided behind the scenes
which firms would be picked to
handle bond issues.
Referring specifically to DLJ's
officers, Haddad, the defense
attorney, asked if Collins made
"promises to any of those people
that if they made investments ...
you would set to it they got state
bond business?"

'anon :4:,onst the rele, which
went into a free fall:at the stan of
the crisis
Russia's regions also present
1 eltsm with a challenge.
They control much ol the
country's industrial, mineral and
oil wealth, and want greater autonomy from the government as
well as ;I_ cut in their tax burden.
Yeltsin has already announced
increases in social-welfare programs for the old and poor and he
will be tempted to announce new
populist policies ahead of para me nta ry elections in
December.
Hundreds of thousands of
workers are owed back waees

Ow.

Donald Gray, a coal miner who
grew up with Mrs. Harris.

EXERCISE

"I would make it perfectly
clear ... I would not in any way
help them get state business if
they invested with me," Collins
said.
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Style), Bacon or
Sausage includes Southern Style
Grits or Breakfast Potatoes, Toast or
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Biscuits, Fruit Jelly.
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FROM OUR READERS
Price smoking out of range of kids

•

Dear Editor:
The tobacco industry is raving and ranting again. This time they
are howling about the proposed $2 per pack tax on cigarettes. They
are predicting the loss of hundreds of thousands of jobs and the
closings of businesses.
However, according to Matthew Myers, counsel to the Coalition
on Smoking Or Health in Washington, "The numbers being thrown
around by the tobacco industry bear no relation to reality whatsoever. What they're not telling people is that their own decision to
raise prices, to import increasing amounts of tobacco and to use
ever more mechanized equipment has caused the loss of more jobs
than could possibly be lost with the levels of increase being talked
about."
Another voice heard from. Jeffrey E. Harris, an economics professor at M.I.T. and a physician, says, "Even with a $2 per pack
tax, smoking rates would not drop off steeply enough to hurt
revenues." And he calculates that the 52 hike would add S28 billion
annually to the U.S. Treasury. That would go a long way toward
helping pay the added health cost billed to non-smoking Americans
by the smokers and spitters.
What is really behind the smoke screen thrown up by the tobacco
interests? Adult tobacco addicts are not going to stop buying tobacco products no matter what the cost. They are addicts and will pay
any price to support their addiction. What the tobacco companies
are really worried about is how they are going to replace the over
400,000 addicts they themselves are killing off each year. They can
only replace them with our children and they may not have the
extra $2 tax for a pack of cigarettes.
Certainly, mature thinking adults aren't going to start smoking.
Even adults who have a vested interest in bailing out the pltra rich
tobacco tornpantes wein't go that •far. The'chairmen of- all three
major- tobacco companies aren't Willing to help out by smoking.
None of the board members of Lorillard (Newport, Kent and True)
smoke, so they can't be counted on. Even some tobacco company
spokespeople don't smoke. Who can tobacco companies turn to
except children? Without the children becoming addicts the future
of the tobacco industry goes right out the window.
Our elected representatives in Congress are working hand in
glove with an industry that can only exist and stay rich by getting
children addicted to a product that will destroy their health and
lives and all those around them. The only difference in our congressmen and the tobacco executives is that one is doing it for
money and the other is doing it for votes.
Where is the truth? Not in the claim that smoking is not harmful.
Let's do our children a favor. Put a tax on cigarettes that will
price them right out of range for children who need their pocket
change for lunch money.
Fannilee Buchanan
Route 4, Murray

Jordan has life in perspective
Michael Jordan leaves the
game of basketball today.
not his.
It's our loss
Michael Jordan threw out the
first pitch Tuesday night at Comiskey Park before the first game of
the American League playoffs in
Chicago, and word of his retirement spread throughout the ballpark.
Chicago, a city that should be
celebrating the first White Sox
playoff game in 10 years, will
now be celebrating the end of a
colossal basketball career.
It's not easy to leave the world
of professional sports on top. The
sense of invulnerability that professional athletes feel has a certain amount of incompatibility
with retiring at the age of 30.
But Michael Jordan has a different focus now, and you certainly can't blame him.
His father was shot and killed
this summer in a horrific incident
of random violence. Jordan's
gambling problems are welldocumented, and the pressure of
being one of the world's largest
Lelebrities certainly seemed to be
wearing on the star of the Chicago Bulls.
Being Michael Jordan off the
court wasn't easy. But being
Michael Jordan on the court was.
On the court, he remained as
invincible as ever, leading the
Chicago Bulls to their third

INSIDE SCOOP

David Ramey
Ledger & 'Times Ste Writer
straight NBA title, and leaving
little doubt that he deserves the
title as the greatest basketball
player who ever lived.
He was, in short, the complete
player.
First, there was his leaping
ability, which brought a whole
new language into the game —
the language of air. Jordan redefined hang time, and soared
through the air with the grace of
a ballet dancer.
But if Michael Jordan couldn't
jump, he still would be one of the
greatest players ever.
He was a great shooter, from
any range, with any amount of
defenders on him, with any
amount of time on the clock. Ask
the Cleveland Cavaliers, who
every spring it seemed, had playoff hopes shot down by a Jordan
jumper.
He was a playmaker. Jordan
made the rest of the Bulls better
by playing a team game and putting the ball in their hands. He

was a leader on the floor and is
one of the few great scorers who
also was a team player. You
could tell he had played for Dean
Smith.
He was a great defender whose
shot blocking abilities and defensive skills made him a terror at
both ends of the floor.
Michael Jordan pushed the
game into the 21st century by
redefining it, and made it possible for people like Larry Johnson
to make 584 million over the next
12 years.
We all hope that we will see
him once again, that instead of
retiring, he will just take a year
off from basketball to get over
the death of his father.
But Michael Jordan has
nothing left to prove on the
basketball floor. He has been a
part of everything you can do as
a part of a team. North Carolina
won an NCAA Final Four when
he was a freshman, he has two
Olympic gold medals and the
Bulls continue to reign as NBA

champions.
He has reportedly told friends
that he has lost the competitive
fire it takes to play in the NBA.
If that is' the case, salute him
for stepping down now. He could
have finished by playing out the
last three years of his contract, by
cashing the checks and going
through the motions, by letting
his game slip because it no longer
matter to him.
But he's going out on top, and
that's the way it should be.
More important, he's stepping
out because he has other worlds
to conquer, other challenges to
meet, other obstacles to
overcome.
What Michael Jordan has done
by stepping down is put basketball in perspective. It may be blasphemy to say so in Kentucky,
but there are more important
things in this world than basketball and Michael Jordan understands that.
In the end, Michael Jordan
realized he was putting a ball
through a hoop. And even though
he enjoyed it, and made millions
more enjoy life a little bit more,
there's more that he wants out of
life than just success on the
basketball floor.
And in his retirement, maybe
that is something that all of us
can understand.

Catastrophe created from non-issue
Dear Editor:
The Clinton administration, with the help of the media, has done
an excellent job of taking a non-issue (health care) and making it
into a major catastrophe.
The United States has created more miracle drugs and medical
breakthroughs than any nation in the history of the world. More
people get more care on a timely basis than at any time in history.
We have more magnetic resonance imagers (MRIs) in the state of
Washington than does all of Canada with its national health care
plan. Yet, we have been made to believe that we have a "crisis in
health care." It appears that most of the Democrats and the Republicans have jumped on the Hillary Clinton bandwagon. When that
happens, we can only anticipate more regulation, less choice and
less access to health care for the average American while getting a
massive increase in the size of the government.
Hold on to your wallets! When Republicans and Democrats
begin to blur their differences on a major issue, you can be sure of
the outcome. Uncle Sam's hand will be in your pocket, even deeper
than it is now.
Unless you want more expense and less medical care, encourage
your Congressman to oppose the Clinton plan. Only a combination
of free market reforms, including medical IRAs, vouchers for the
poor, restrictions on gigantic malpractice settlements that drive up
costs, and a slashing of government red tape will make our system
better.
Lee Eaton
4454 Mt. Horeb Pike, Lexington 40511

Disaster plan should include radio club
Dear Editor:
have just reread the article in Monday's paper about the tabletop disaster drill. The critique by Mr. Steen makes it obvious that
this drill was conducted without the cooperation of the local amateur radio club.
They have the capability of providing a very effective communications network in the case of a major disaster. As they demonstrated in a recent field trial, a number of the members have portable generators and radios which can reach far beyond the boundaries of western Kentucky. Therefore, they should be included in
any future disaster planning.
John W. Rolley
306 Oakdale Drive, Murray
4'
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Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

To REDESIGN GOVERNMENT,FIRST SURVEY THE fROBLEM AREAS.

A true believer in seat-belt law
FRANKFORT — The General
Assembly, if not in a special session
on health-care reform, is likely in its
1994 regular session to be confronted once again with legislation
to require all motorists in Kentucky
to wear seat belts.
A mandatory seat-belt law failed
in the 1992 session on a tie vote in
the Senate in which Li Gov. Paul
Patton, then the president of the
Senate, broke the tie by voting
against the bill. (Ironically, Patton
didn't have to vote to accomplish the
bill's defeat; tie votes automatically
kill legislation.)
The lieutenant governor took a
lot of heat for his vote, which he said
was based on his belief government
shouldn't be telling people what
they have to do in their vehicles.
I disagreed with Patton at the time
and I disagree with him even more
today, because the scat belt that
Lexington requires me to wear
when I'm in that city kept me from
being severely injured — possibly
worse — in a wreck there recently.
Briefly, this is what happened: I
met friends for dinner and the
theater on a Saturday night and was
returning to Frankfort on a highway
route I've taken to and from Lexington hundreds of times over the
years. Suddenly, for reasons I probably will never know, a truck waiting to make a left turn across the
highway simply turned in front of
me.
Screeching brakes. Fishtailing
rear end. To someone watching,the
scene would have looked very much

AGREE ou \au
Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
like those slow motion films of cars
crashing into barriers and the front
ends crumbling like so much
cardboard.
I was wearing the seat belt Lexington requires (and that I use
anyway)and walked away from the
crash, stiff, sore, but whole and
uninjured nonetheless.
The driver of the truck, who
wasn't wearing a seat belt, was taken
away in an ambulance.
Admittedly, Lexington's ordinance requiring motorists to wear
seat belts didn't cause the other
driver to buckle up, but if that
requirement causes only 10 percent

more motorists to wear seat belts, it
inevitably will cut down on deaths
and injuries. And the cost of medical services for those injuries is
bound to decrease.
Kentucky now is one of only a
handful of states that doesn't have a
law requiring use of seat belts. It
stands to lose significant amounts of
federal road-building money as a
result.
As for government interference
with motorists, government requires drivers to be licensed, to
carry proof-of-insurance in the vehicle, to obey speed limits. Those
rules are disregarded all the time,
but a majority of us obey them and

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and resident: are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than XV words. Letters should be typewriuen and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

my bet is that most would begin
using seat belts routinely once they're required.
A side note to my belt-on experience: As I remember all the debate
many years ago when the legislature
enacted a no-fault insurance law
relating to injuries in accidents, it
was supposed to cut down on the
mountain of lawsuits that were
clogging the courts.
I don't know if that has happened,
but I have a good suspicion the
lawsuits just keep going and going
and going.
Within three days of my accident,
I had letters from three Louisville
lawyers (remember the wreck was
in Lexington)offering their services
on my behalf, free consultations
(day or night), even money advanced to pay the expenses of the
litigation "repayable only if I recover money for you."
Each letter announcea "This is an
Advertisement," as opposed to the
outright solicitation that it was.
Each was accompanied by a copy of
the police report on my accident,
meaning Louisville lawyers have
quick access to Lexington accident
reports, a sure sign the monetary
rewards are well worth the time,
effort and expense.
It's all perfectly legal and proper,
of course, and perhaps no more
sleazy than the television ads aired
by some attorneys. But would anybody go to a doctor who offered a
free cancer diagnosis in hopes of
making money on the later treatment? Not likely.
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Dr. Terry Stricter, history professor at Murray State University, will
present a summary of a professional
paper titled,"The Faceless Police of
the Second Empire: A Social Profile
of the Gendarmes of the Mid-19th
Century France," at the 21st annual
conference of the Western Society
for French History,Oct. 14-17 at the
University of Montana-Missoula
Stricter was invited to the conference, which is the largest French
history organization in the U.S.
after his paper topic was reviewed.
While the conference is for Americans, French scholars are also invited to present papers or serve as
keynote.,speakers.
Stricter has been researching
The Nina, a replica of one of Chnstopher Columbus onginal ships will be docked in Paducah next WOOL
19th century French police for several years. He said Frenchmen have
always been concerned with how
police can govern an unruly nation
without becoming too powerful.
After hearing people typify the
French police in ways no one could
prove. Stricter set out to Paris.
p.m. the Nina will arrive in port. A France, to get answers.
On October 9th, the 'Nina', a the film '1492' starring Gerard DeHe traveled there several years
media reception sponsored by the
replica of one of Christopher Col- pardieu and directed by Ridley
Mayor has been planned. The ship ago to research the archives for
umbus' original ships, is due to Scott.
will be open only to the media at that information on the French police.
arrive in Paducah. The Nina will be
He said this is the first time the
The Nina was built in Bahia, time.
docked at Broadway and the river
highest to lowesr_membas. of. the
until her departure on October 17th. Brazil by the Columbus Foundation
An admission fee is charged to French police have been examined
which is based in the British Virgin
Built completely by hand and
the touring costs of the ship.
offset
to determine what they were like in
the
to
open
without the use of any power tools, Islands. The ship is
The
charges
are $3.00 for adult, the 19th century.S Meier researched
public while in port. Viewing hours
Archaeology magazine called the
$2)30 for students and organized the social background, the marital
ship "the most historically correct are from 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. from school groups
(includes chaperons). status,the social mobility (if any)of
the 9th of October through the 17th
Columbus replica ever built." The
Children 4 and under are free. French police and analyzed data
Nina was used in the production of of October. On October 8th,at 3:00
from hundreds of files to gel an idea
of what French police were like.
Stricter has been at Murray State
for 16 years. He plans to turn his
work into a journal article and is
working on a book on the subject.

Columbus ship replica due
in Paducah this weekend

Kentucky families
get heating help

Last winter, 187,202 Kentucky
households got help with home
heating costs through the state's
Home Energy Assistance Program,
known as HEAP. In Calloway
County, 1,035 .Rarticipated at a.cost
Of $104,479. The Deparunent for Soelal Insurance overseeing the fedcralistate
energy assistance program for lowincome families reported that
distributed
was
$19,029,000
statewide during the two phases of
HEAP. That is down somewhat
from 1992-93 total of$19.7 minion.
"Last winter was relatively mild-at least until the late March snows,"
said Social Insurance Commissioner Mike Robinson. He added
that the 23 local agencies that
operate the heating assistance program "encourage families really
struggling to apply for help ahead of
severe weather."
So the number of families needing help with heating crises early
this year was down by 6,111 from
the previous year's 67,425 households facing an imminent fuel cutoff, eviction, or a critically depleted fuel supply.
During the crisis phase, 61,314
families received a total of
$4,947,148 in emergency aid,for an
average payment of $80.68 per
.
household.
During HEAP's subsidy phase
that began last November, 125,888
households received heating subsidies totaling $14,082,065; 97 Percent of families that applied were
eligible and received an avcrage
benefit of $111.86.
For this coming winter, HEAP
will have $14 million for subsidies
starting Nov.8,and S5.9 million for
through
emergencies January
March 1994.
Strict bidding procedures for fuel
vendors and ongoing monitoring
will help assure fair pricing and
better service across the state, Robinson said.
The 23 regional community action agencies handle HEAP through
the Kentucky Association for Community Action, which contracts
with the Department for Social
Insurance.

McConnell to start
monthly TV show

BREAKFAST SATURDAY — Murray Optimist Club will sponsor Its third
annual homecoming country ham breakfast on Saturday, Oct. 9, from 6
to 9 p.m. at Rudy's Restaurant. Pictured are Unda and Glen Richerson,
owners of the restaurant, who work with Optimists for this special fundraising event. Tickets may be purchased from any club ntember or at
the door the day of the event.

Letters of Appreciation
exercise, diet, controlling blood
Dear Editor;
pressure levels and quiuing smokmillion
On behalf of the 3.6
volunteers of the American Heart ing.
Your newspaper plays a critical
Association,! would like to take this
opportunity to thank you and your role in our efforts to help men,
newspaper for the support you have women and children throughout this
given and continue to give to the country improve their health and
association'. Without the avail- their quality of life. The American
ability of public service space, the Heart Association couldn't do it
AHA would not be able to reach without you.
American Heart Association and
many of your readers with valuable,
Calloway County Volunteer,
even lifesaving information.
Everett Craig
Cardiovascular disitasPs and
1609 Tabard Drive
strokes are this country's No. 1
Murray, KY 42071
killer. This year, heart and blood
753-3317
than
more
kill
vessel diseases will
930,000 Americans. Nearly twice
as many people from it as from as
will die from cancer.
The AHA's public service campaigns are developed to provide
your readers with information about
how to recognize the warning signs
of heart attack and stroke and
actions to take that may save their
lives. The campaigns also help
people learn to reduce their risks of
heart attack and stroke through
lifestyle changes such as regular

Laker Band wins
Class AA competition
The Calloway County High
School Band won Class AA Preliminary Competition, earned two
Superior Ratings (for both Prelims
and Finals), and was awarded
Seventh Place in Open Class Finals
Competition at MSU's prestegious
Festival of Champions held October 2nd in Roy Stewart Stadium.
The Laker Guard was ranked second overall in Prelims. The Laker
Band has won four Superior ratings
in as many outings thus far this year.
Seventeen outstanding high
school bands from three states performed in the all day event hosted
by the Racer Band and the N1SU
Department of Music. Finals competition results were as follows: I)
Lexington Lafayette, 2) Elizabeth.
3) Muhlenhurg, d) Madisonville
North Hopkins, 5) llenderson
County. 6) ('hrisitan County, 7)
Calloway ('ounty, 8) Davies.
nal y.9)Union City.iN . and 10)

Webster County.
One hundred sixty-five CCIIS
and ('('MS Laker Band student,
will perform this Saturday in Murray State's Homecoming Parade

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, it's my job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.
By bringing you some useul
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

`17e700'ff!_iigIL
Hoven

Karwyn Outtareci 753 3079
Hasten Ingsboto 10n9 492 6348
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• 14 Games — $100 Each
erte$5,7
Call
Numbi.r
157)
e
• $1,200 Jackpot —
41.0Plag
i•, Inkpot each skeek
One Number and $lim)

477

Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.

$2,7110 Letter H Jackpot!!!

30 Numb,
• Letter
of
IConsolation Prize • 3 Special Games —

fl

lA.,1 Pays 62700!
kpat, minimum $100)
Bingo pays 60%, 75% and 90%

For the things you own
when you don't own the house

30" Lawn Rake
is)ly head,

Imes,

and 48" hardworxl hdndle
Shelter's Renter s Insurance Policy lets
you protect your personal property and
your liability, even though you don't
need all the coverages the homeowner
needs.

701;11. •

HURRY! WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
See your tielpfultiardware Man at:

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 blurt h, Murray, Ky.

id proper,
no more
ads aired
ould anyoffered a
hopes of
tier treat-

U.S. Senator Mitch McConnell
will begin a monthly' television
call-in program tomorrow night.
October 6, from 8:00-8:30 p.m.
eastern time. "Your Turn with
Mitch McConnell," scheduled to air
live on cable systems and lowpower television stations across the
state, will enable viewers to call
McConnell with questions or comments on any topic.
"Although Kentuckians call or
write my office daily,! do not get to
talk with them directly as often as I'd
like,' said McConnell. "This program will enable me to talk with my
constituents, and answer their questions and address their concerns on
live. television."
The program will air live on
WL1C-TV, Beauyville: WPRGTV, Prestonsburg; WO6AY-TV,
Lebanon; Corncast Cable, Paducah;
Century Cable, Owenstxxo; Storer
Cable, Louisville; and TKR Cable,
Bowling Green on the first Wednesday of each month. Viewers may
call 1-800-736-8255 to talk with
Senator McConnell.

Students representing the Calloway County High School Laker Band during
award ceremonies at The Festival of Champions were(L to R)Kim Poole, Amy
McKee, Keita Edwards, Leah Stuart. April McKeel. and Shawn Davis
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Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed in KY & TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S 12th St - Murray

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
208'E. Main
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Regular Grind
73% Lean

WHOLE
RIBEYE

GROUND
BEEF
3 Lbs. or More

39,b.
Limit 1
Please
'1.39
18 ca '1.49
IB ex

Hillshire
Farm

Fresh Beet

Cube Steaks

Red RIj
TO1111

U.S.D.A. Choice

T-Bone Steak

Boneless Beef Pak - 20 Pounds

Hillshire
Farm

4
4
4
4
4

SMOKED
AUSAGE

20 Pound Picnic Pak

Lbs. GROUND BEEF
Lbs. BONELESS CHUCK STEAK
Lbs. BONELESS SHOULDER STEAK
Lbs. CUBE STEAK
Lbs. BONELESS BEEF STEW

4
4
4
4
4

20 POUNDS TOTAL

20 POUNDS TOTAL

$3595

$2595

ted:mwavr
Aezrimv.i.
Pic Of The Chick - 15 Pounds
3 Lbs.
4 Lbs.
4 Lbs.
4 Lbs.

OFZW%I.WAIL\WW.IIM.%;7741,1..\W

15 Pound Variety Pak
4 Lbs. GROUND BEEF
4 Lbs. MIXED PORK CHOPS
4 Lbs. FRYER BREAST
3 Lbs. SLICED SLAB BACON

FRYER BREAST
DRUMSTICKS
THIGHS
LEG QUARTERS

15 POUNDS TOTAL

15 POUNDS TOTAL

$2195

$995

Field Smoked
Pork Chops

lb. $2.29

Rib Eye Steak Sandwich
and Grilled limburger
Cook-Out Days
Friday 8 Saturday • October 8 8 9

10:00 am. to MOO p.m.
Grilled Hamburger
Rib Eye Steak Samliedek

2ter $1.00

s11.75

Cause aft The Fun

Lbs. GROUND BEEF
Lbs. LEG QUARTERS
Lbs. ASSORTED PORK CHOPS
Lbs. PORK STEAKS
Lbs. PORK SPARE RIBS
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We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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' Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
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TODAY
JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Special Support Group planned
Agoraphobia/Anxiety/Panic Disorder Support Group will hold its
organizational meeting on Monday, Oct. 11, at 6:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library Meeting Room. The purpose will be to
bring encouragement and hope to all who suffer from these disorders. Also it will be to provide education and awareness to the suffer and the general public. All meetings are free and open to the
general public. For further details call 753-1907 and ask for Kathy.

Garden Department to meet at 1 p.m.
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Oct. 7, at 1 p.m. at the club house. Members are to note the
time from that listed from the yearbook on Tuesday. "Fall Bulbs
and Arrangements" will be the theme of the program to be presented by Wandele Jeralds. Each one is asked bring bulbs or small
plants to trade with one another, and to bring paper products for
use at the club house.

TOPS KY. #469 will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Stevens Mullins

Angela Haley and
Keith Lewis to marry

Hopkins-Mullins wedding
Haley and Lewis vows vows are said at church

will be said on Nov. 20
Miss Angela Haley and Keith Lewis of Chattanooga, Tenn.,
announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Bob and Loretta Haley of Rt. 1,
Farmington. She is the granddaughter of Theron and Hilda Crouch and
of Mrs. Josie Haley and the late Oather Haley.
The groom-elect is the son of Rex and Peggy Lewis of Chattanooga, Tenn. He is the grandson of Mrs. Treva Ewton and the late Howard Ewton and of the ,late Herbert and Vera Lewis.
Miss Haley received her Bachelor of Arts degree in Public Relations from, Harding Univerkity, Searcy, Ark. She is executive director
of Hamilton County Schools' Fund for Excellence, and a member of
Red Bank Church of Christ, Chattanooga.
Mr. Lewis received his Bachelor of Science in Business Admi- _
nistration with Concentration in Marketing at the University of Tennessee, Chattanooga. He is an account executive with P.B. & S.
Chemical Company, and a member of Mountain Creek Church of
Christ there.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Nov. 20, at 5
p.m. at University Church of Christ, Murray.
A reception will follow at the church fellowship hall.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
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China - Crystal - Silver
Gifts - Stationer:IN-30
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OFF EVERYDAY!
Angela flaky & Keith Lewis
have made their fine
selections with us!!

1-800-27CHINA
WE SMP!!

CHATTANOOGA, TN

The wedding of Miss Janna Beth Hopkins and Jim Stevens Mullins
was solemnized in an afternoon summer ceremony at Farmington Baptist Church.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hopkins. She is the
granddaughter of Mrs. Opal Hopkins and the late Henry Hopkins and
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Harlon Nanney.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerrell Mullins. He is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. James Bowden McNeely and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Mullins.
Officiating at the double ring ceremony was the Rev. Harry Yates.
Music was by Doris Hunter, pianist, and Carrot Davis, soloist. At the
closing of the ceremony the bride sang "Surely the Presence" followed
by the congregation repeating The Lord's Prayef.,
The brick, escorted by her father,-ancl. given ...ih niarriage by her
parents, wore a formal gown of White bridal satin. The fitted bodice of
re-embroidered Alencon lace encrusted with pearls and crystals was
fashioned with a jewel neckline. The long fitted sleeves with lace
appliques ended with a point at the wrist and closed with tiny self
covered buttons. The semi-cathedral length train, scalloped with lace
appliques, pearls and crystals flowed gracefully from a satin bow at
the waist.
Her shoulder length veil of silk illusion was attached to a satin
headband accented with white silk roses and strands of seed pearls.
She carried a bouquet of pink roses, white carnations, gypsophila and
ivy with white satin streamers.
Mrs. Sally Hopkins, sister-in-law of the bride, was matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Winni Hopkins. sister-in-law of the bride,
Mrs. Shaun Workman and Miss Amy Forsee, covins of the bride.
They wore tea length gowns of teal taffeta fashioned with sweetheart
necklines and carried nosegays of pink roses, gypsophila and ivy with
white satin streamers.
Miss Erin Yates of Nashville, Tenn., cousin of the bride, was flower
girl. Her dress was of white eyelet linen with a teal sash. She wore a
halo of baby's breath and carried a white basket trimmed with pink
satin ribbons and ivy, filled with pink rose petals.
Jerrell Mullins, father of the groom, served as best man. Groomsmen were Steven Fuqua, cousin of the groom, Keith Gargus and Danny Hendley. Robert Hopkins, nephew of the bride, was ring bearer.
Ushers and candlelighters were Warren Hopkins and Kevin Hopkins,
brothers of the bride.
The groom wore a solid white shantung tuxedo with tails and had a
boutonniere of pink rose buds. The groomsmen, ushers, ring bearer
and father of the bride wore black tuxedoes with matching vests and
had pink .rose bud boutonnieres.
The guest register was attended by Cindy Reichmuth, cousin of the
bride, and Shelia Wilson.
A reception, directed by Vicki Geurin, followed in the fellowship
hall of the church.
The bride's table held the four-tiered solid white wedding cake
topped with a miniature bride and groom statuette with tulle and
pearls and satin streamers. Silver candelabra were on each side decorated with pink roses, white carnations, baby's breath and ivy. Silver
and crystal appointments were used.
Serving were Vicki Patton, Kay Greer, Maxine Easley, Joann Rodgers and Joyce Wiulford. Joyce McClain provided music. Decorations
for the sanctuary and reception were by Kim Pritchett who directed
the wedding.
After a honeymoon in Gatlinburg, Tenn., the couple is now residing
at Farmington.

800-542-5565
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Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday. Oct. 7, at noon at
Homcplace Family Restaurant. Eva Mohler, president for 1993-94
Civitan Year, and her fellow officers -will assume their new positions. 'Program Director- Dr. Bob Lewis said that Oct. 7 will be
"Annual Club Awards. Day."

Wadetboro Club plans yard sale
Wadesboro Homemakers Club has rescheduled its yard sale on
Friday, Oct. 8, from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. The event will be on the
vacant lot at the corner of Highways 121 North and 299 at Stella.

Optimist Club breakfast Saturday
Murray Optimist Club will sponsor its third annual homecoming
country ham breakfast on Saturday, Oct. 9, from 6 to 9 a.m. at
Rudy's Restaurant on west side of courtsquare in downtown Murray. Tickets can be purchased from any Optimist Club member or
at the door the day of the event.

Brooks Chapel Women plan breakfast
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church Women will sponsor a
ham breakfast on Saturday, Oct. 9, starting at 7 a.m. The price will
be 53.50 for adults and $1.50 for children under 12. The public is
invited to attend.

Palestine Youth plan supper
Palestine United Methodist Church Youth will sponsor a ham
and bean supper on Saturday, Oct. 9, at 6 p.m. at the church. Proceeds will go to the WPSD-TV Lions Club Telethon.

Club plans homecoming dance
Murray Country Club will have its annual homecoming dance on
Saturday, Oct. 9, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. A live band from Nashville,
Tenn., -will provide the music. Admission will be $20 per couple.
This will be for members and out-of-town guests. For reservations
call 753-6113.

Fire Protection District will meet
Calloway County Fire Protection District No. 5 will meet Sunday, Oct. 10, at 3:30 p.m. at the Kirksey Fire Station off Highway
299. All members and interested persons are invited and urged to
attend.

Writers' Potpourri changed
Writers' Potpourri will not meet this Saturday. The next meeting
will be Saturday, Oct. 16, at 9:30 a.m. at Calloway County Public
Library. The event was changed because of Murray State University Homecoming Parade.
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For the salon nearest you.

Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 6291 and the Ladies Auxiliary
will meet Thursday, Oct. 7, at 7 p.m. at National Guard Armory,
Coldwater Road. All eligible people are invited to attend. The Post
and Auxiliary also invite the public to visit the 50th Anniversary
Commemorative Exhibit of World War 11 at Wrather Museum,
Murray State University.

Murray State University
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Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday 8 Frklay 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5

VFW meeting on Thursday
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Looking great shouldn't be a
full tir/111 job. For a limited time,
save on a Onefletter• perm...
and find the easy-care, natural
style that's perfect for you and
your busy schedule. Reg.1185.
Sol* 47.09

TOPS KY. #469 will meet Thursday. Oct. 7, at Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45 p.m.
with the meeting beginning at 7 p.m. This week's guest speaker
will be Vickie Knight. All visitors are invited to attend. TOPS is a
non-profit organization dedicated to those interested in weight loss.

CE.A0.1
The Bachelor of Independent Studies Seminar
Saturday, December 4, 1993
Murray State University
Did you leave college before completing your
program?
Have you always wanted to cam a baccalaureate
degree?
The Bachelor of Independent Studies (B.I.S.) may
be for you.
For more information and application forms,call
502-762-4159 or
1-800-669-7654
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Brown gets scholarship
KanMANHATTAN, Kan.
sas State University officials
have announced the names of students receiving 3,400 scholarships for the 1993-94 school
year.
Gina Brown of Rt. 4, Murray,

)OK

was one of the scholarship recipients She was presented the
award of S3(X) for the Carl B. and
Betty C. Overley Scholarship.
'The awards presented represent
a total of S3 6 million in financial
assistance.

PENNY PUMPKIN PATCH
Just Off Airport Rd 3 5 Miles From Town

NA.

•41 g

PETS OF THE WEEK — These four 11111411115 are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth
Street, operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Tiny." a female Rat Terrier mix; "Pop-Tart," a
female silver Tabby kitten; "Taboo." a spayed female black and white Shorthair; and "Beauty," a spayed female Shep mix. Animals
who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 1 to 4:45 p.m. Monday, Thursday and Friday, 1
to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, and closed Sunday. Humane Society is a United Way agency. For information call
759-4141.
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-Indian Corn
-Gourds

PICK YOUR OWN IF DESIRED
Owners Ellen. Rob & Hunter Gingles

-Straw
-Corn Shocks

FREE 1/2 Carat. Genuine Sapphire just for stopping in and taking

CALENDAR
Wednesday, Oct. 6
Kathy Perkins, director of Life House,
speaker/Gleason Hall, St Leo's Catholic
Church/7 pm
Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer meeting and Young Peoples' Class/6.30 p.m
Eastwood Baptist Church service/7:30
pm
Dexter Baptist Church Bible Study/6:30
pm
Westside Baptist Church events include
Business meeting/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
prayer service/7 pm.; Sanctuary Chou/8
pm
First United Methodist Church events
include - Covenant Prayer Group/I0 a.m.:
Handbell Choir/4 p.m , Youth Club/5
Turner Covenant Prayer and
pm
Finance Committee/f' p.m.; Administrative Board/7 p m Chancel Choir/7:30
p.m
St. John Episcopal Church events
include ii E./5 15 p.m., supper/6.15 p.m ;
Bible group/7 15 p.m.
Bible classes/7 p.m /Glendale Road
Church of Chnst.
University Church of Christ events
include Ladies' C1ass/9:30 a.m. and Bible

p.m.

cet Thurso note the
Fall Bulbs
to be preis or small
oducts for

; of Callo6:45 p.m.
.st speaker
TOPS is a
'eight loss.

Auxiliary
d Armory,
. The Post
nniversary
Museum,

classes/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events include
ARK/5 p.m.; Choir Practice/6:30 p.m ;
Congregawtional Care/1,30 p m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
business meeting/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Friendship Intemationa1/9 a.m., Ladies'
Bible Study/I0 a.m.; Fellowship Supper/
5:30 p.m.; Praise!/6 pm.. Library open
and Chilthen's Handbells/ 6:15 p.m.;
Children's Choirs, Klaymata, Life and
Work Teachers/6'10 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/6-45 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45
p.m.

it noon at
ir 1993-94
new posi7 will be
ft

rd sale on
be on the
/ at Stella.

Line Dancing by Leisure Life/4:30
p.m /University Branch of Bank of
Murray
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible Study/7
p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance Bible
Church Study/7 p.m.
Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church special services/7 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 7
Fall Showcase/6:30 p.m./Calloway County Middle School. Public invited.
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars
and Auxiliary/7 p.m./National Guard
Armory
Calloway County Farm Bureau
meeting/7:30 p.m./cafeteria of Calloway
County High School.
Garden Department of Murray Woman's
Club/1 p.m./club house. Note change from
previous time listed.
Music Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club rehearsal/7
p.m /club house.
Pet Therapy Trip/3 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.
Calloway County High School Council
Budget Committee and Policy Manual
Committee/2:45 p.m. and Assessment
Committee/4 p.m./school.
Murray Women of the Moose Board
meeting/7 p.m. ad Enrollment/8 p.m.
Singles Organizational - Society (SOS)/7
p.m./Curris Center, Murray State, for
bowling with Julia as hostess. Info/
Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/5:30 p.m.; Prayer
and Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main Street
Youth Center.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
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Thursday, Oct. 7
Si. Leo's Catholic Church events include
Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Mother's Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Baptist Young Women of Westside Baptist Church/7 pm /home of Dowse King
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at SOO North
20th Si Info/Joan, 759-1345, or Richard,
759-9994.
TOPS 8469 meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library
Special seminar on Parents and Their
Newborns to Tsvo-Year-Olds/12 30
p m./Cilendale Road Church of Christ,
sponsored by Family Resource Center To
register. 753-3070
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 pm /for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a m -4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m.PMumy-Calloway County Hospital.
Calloway County High School events
include Freshman Football at Mayfield
and Girls Soccer hosting Madisonville/6
p.m.
Murray High School events include
GCHS, MIIS Academic teams at CCIIS,
tnpleheader soccer hosted for MCIIS/4
pm.
"Uncommon Women and Others"
production/8 p.m./Johnson Theatre, Murray State University.
Senior recital- by Violinist Shanah
South/8 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Murray
State University.
Hall of Fame banquet/6 p.m./Cums Center, Murray State University.
A:
Third anbnual Homecoming
Bonfire/6:30 p.m/Intramural Fields.
Singles Friendship of Paris, Tenn./7.30
p.m /Farm Bureau Building, Paris.' Info/
Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 p/ m./St
John Episcopal Church. In1o/753-0781.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/I2 noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Young in Hearts Class/I 0:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of Chnst
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Planetarium Show/11 a.m. and 2
p.m./Visitor Center; Twin Lakes Star Party preregistration/GPVC Observatory;
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 130
p.m./Homeplace.

CCMS plans event
An exciting evening, "Fall
Showcase," is planned Thursday,
Oct. 7, at Calloway County
Middle School, starting at 6:30
p.m. Featured will be a variety of
programs and activities that are a
major pan of their "Break the
Mold Endeavors."
Teams displays, team projects,
technology, industrial arts, musical performances by the band and
choirs are all just a part of the
Fall Showcase. Some might call
it an open house, but CCMS officials ays that it's a chance to see
KERA at work.

Book Fair opens Tuesday
at Calloway Public Library
The Children's Book Fair
opened Tuesday at the Calloway
County Public Library. .The fasrwill
froth 10 am: to 8
p.m. each day through Tuesday,
Oct. 12.
This is being sp,onsored by the
Alpha Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. Members invite
the community to participate in
this Scholastic Book Fair Fundraiser in the meeting room of
the Public Library.
The proceeds, in part, will be
used for the local Books for
Babies project, a facet - of the
General Federation's literacy
focus, SOAR.
Mothers of newborn babies,

while still in the hospital, will
receive packets of material
emphasizing the importance of
reading to the child. It includes a
copy of Read lo Mc for the
mother. and a book for the baby.
Births in Calloway County
number approximately 320 annually. The goal of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs
First District is to place a Books
for Babies kit into the hands of
each mother of these new babies.
Clifford, the big red dog, will
appear periodically at the Library
through the next week, promoting
Book Fair sales to fund the
Books for Babies project.

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Stevens Mullins were honored with several
events prior to their recent wedding. The bride is the former Janna Beth Hopkins, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Hopkins.
The groom's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Jerrell Mullins, were hosts
for a rehearsal dinner held at
their - horne. Covers woe laid for
50 people.
A bridesmaids brunch was
given by Frances Matarazzo,
Mary Bryant and Amy Bryant at
the home of Mrs. Matarazzo.
Maxine Easley, Joyce McClain, Christy McClain and Dean-

na Galloway were hostesses for a
bridal tea held-- at the home of
Joyce McClain:
A bridal brunch was hosted by
Faye Davis at her home.
The ladies of Farmington Baptist Church hosted a miscellaneous shower at the church.
Sally Hopkins, Winni Hopkins,
Jane McDaniel, Cindy Reichmutti-and Kay Greer were hostesses for
a household shower held at University Branch of Bank of
Murray.
The ladies of Temple Hill
United Methodist Church hosted
a household shower at the church.

October 6-9
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Celebrating 15 years of Business
Thanks for your support!!
Bedspreads
Quality Closeout
Priscillas
10" off

utreach

/
siz
"

Select Groups of

Entire Stock of

Kitchen Curtains

Wicker

50% OFF

30% OFF

Per Set
Select Group of Closeout

Chintz Priscilla:
Peg S34 99-49 99

Sale Price $24.99-$39.99
Lace Panels w L
$099
& Up 60x84

lay

AN

Woverty not Included'

reduced to

realchIng valances also available

Come In & See Our New Line of

'North:me Lace'

lit Quality

Washcloths
c
Ea.
only

99

Select Group of

Shams
$500
Ea.
• Pusied anon' • DIN Bed Ensemble'
.Tabbed Drape* • Shows( CuloIrs

One Carat*
Clear Not Cloudy
Diamonds

- -____----Marquise
Classic
Mens Famous
Fashion Cluster
Kentucky Cluster
1 Carat*
I Carat*

SALE

$499
loll
( 1114111 Mks
IAN NA t1

20%
OFF
blankets • draperies • quilts
bedspreads • comforters
limited time only

ALL 10% OFF
Custom Mini Blinds

60*/• OFF

Reeves Drapery Outlet
204 N Brewer St
Paris, TN 38242

1

Mont Blanc $09
allpoint Pen

$499

$ 1 4999 Pair

'Hearts' Swag & her Sets

nar

18" Solid Gold
Wide Herringbone
$99
}7Big Clear
/ Diamonds
1/4carat*$99

Mullins couple is honored
at several bridal occasions

HOUSEHOLD

ANNIVERSARY SALE

xt meeting
nty Public
Universi-

4
Clifford, left, the big red dog played by Mike Brock of Murray, student
at University of Georgia, is pictured at the Calloway County Public
Library promoting the Children's Book Fair which will run through
Tuesday, Oct. 12. Shown with him are Shelly Nunn of Augusta, Ga.,
student at Young Harris College, and Weatherford Knowles of Chipley,
Fla., student at the University of Florida, who were visiting Brock in
Murray.

Our Diamonds are "CLEAR"
not "CLOUDY" and we
prove it with GEMSCA.N.
Clear Diamonds, Great
"LIFETIME" Warranties,
Friendly Sales Associates
and Instant Credit
equal "REAL VALUE"!

642 9019
1-800 748 9342

THE CLOTHES

DOCTOR

Drycleaner and Laundry
.521 South Twelth - Murray
753-2276

JEWELERS
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • Murray • 753-7695
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Murray High's Roach
has no putter sputter
en route to Regional

Air Out!
Jordan shocks Chicago
by surprising retirement

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

CHICAGO (AP) - Michael
the decision."
Jordan, the man who could fly, is
NBA deputy commissioner
walking away from one of the
Russell Granik said Jordan telemost spectacular careers in
phoned commissioner David
sports.
Stern earlier in the day to say ,he
Basketball's greatest player
was leaving.
will announce his retirement
"David said Michael had made
today, a startling turn of events up his mind," Granik told the
that leaves the Chicago Bulls
Atlanta Journal-Constitution.
without their seven-time scoring "Whether it's permanent or not
champion, the NBA without its remains to be seen. But it's
glitziest attraction and millions of true."
fans without the hero who redeThe team, preparing for a shot
fined standards of excellence.
at a fourth straight title, would
Word of Jordan's retirement not formally disclose Jordan's
came almost simultaneously plans, saying only a "major"
Tuesday night from "Dateline announcement was scheduled for
NBC," the Denver Post and the today at its practice facility in
Chicago Sun-Times. The Asso- Deerfield, Ill.
ciated Press confirmed the reports
Earlier Tuesday, the only
with a Bulls' source, who notice from the Bulls regarding
declined to be identified.
Jordan was an announcement he
"It's time for me to move on would have toe surgery, with his
to something else," the Sun- recovery to last two weeks.
Times said Jordan told friends.
That night, Jordan threw out
"I know a lot of people are going the ceremonial pitch at Comiskey
to be shocked by this decision Park for the opening game of the
and probably won't understand. American League playoffs
But I've talked it over with my between the Chicago White Sox
family and friends, and most of
311 I'm at peace with myself over • See Page 10A

Joy Roach and her putter
didn't leave anything for chance.
Playing in her final regional
tournament, Roach snared the
girls First Region golf title Tuesday at the Murray Country Club
by scoring birdies on four of the
last five holes and running away
with a six stroke win over her
two closest competitors.
Her one-over par score of 76,
including a one-under 36 on the
back nine, helped pace the Murray High Lady Tigers to a commanding 25-stroke victory in the
team championship.
The Lady Tigers advance to
next week's SLIM tournament at
the Elizabethtown Country Club.
It also completed a sweep of the
regional team titles, as the Tiger
boys team won the boys title
Monday.
"I don't think I could have

DAVID RAMEY/Lodger & Times photo

Murray's Joy Roach tees off on
the 16th hole during Tuesday's
regional tournament,

Chicago stunned by news, Jays' bats
By JOE MOOSHIL
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO — A cloud of disbelief hung over Comiskey
Park, and it wasn't just because the Chicago White Sox
lost.
Word got around that Michael Jordan was retiring from
the Chicago Bulls, and the fact that the White Sox lost 7-3
to the Toronto Blue Jays in their AL playoff opener Tuesday night became secondary.
Jordan, who electrified the city for nearly a decade and
led the Chicago Bulls to three straight NBA championships, is calling it quits in the prime of his career.
The fans lustily cheered Jordan, who threw out the ceremonial first pitch of the series, unaware at the time of his

decision
"I watched him almost every night and if it's truer it's a
sad day for sports," White Sox slugger Frank Thomas
said.
"I heard it from someone on the bench who was told by
a cameraman in the dugout," said John Olerud, one of the
Blue Jays' hitting stars.
Jerry Reinsdorf, who owns both the Bulls and the White
Sox, said, "I have nothing to say tonight. We'll have
something to say" when the Bulls have a major press conference today.
Then he watched the Blue Jays, led by Ed Sprague, Paul
Molitor and Olerud, wallop White Sox ace Jack
McDowell, finishing with 17 hits.

Sprague ,and Molitor had lour hits each and Olerud
thrcc..They combined lo drivt' in all Seven runs with twoout hits off McDowell, who led the majors with 22
victories.
But McDowell hasn't been able to solve the Blue Jays,
who beat him twice in the regular season. And the White
Sox couldn't take advantage of Toronto starter Juan Guzman's wildness.
Guzman was the winner despite walking eight, throwing
three wild pitches and hitting one batter. He allowed five
hits in six innings, with the White Sox stranding 11 runners in that span.
See Page 10A

Calloway wins fourth
straight over Caldwell
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A•••

4•4001IP
STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway's Mitch McClain (31) knocks the ball away from the Caldwell goalkeeper Tuesday.

Bluegrass Downs

Thoroughbred

of Paducah R"'""g

A NEW TRADITION
BEGINS OCTOBER 9
l'he thrill and excitement of Live Thoroughbred
Racing runs October 9 through November 14 at
Bluegrass Downs... Kentucky's newest
l'horoughbred race track

FULL DAY OF RACING, WEDNESDAY— SUNDAY
Simulcast racing trom Keeneland or Churchill
Downs beginning at 12 noon... Live Thoroughbred
Racing at Bluegrass Downs begins at-5 p.m.
•Free Parking,
•$2 General Admission
•$2 Reserved Seating
• New Look. New Excitement.
•Seniors half price on Thursdays
For information and reser-% ations call

1-502-444-7117
Directions: Take Interstate 24 to Paducah txit ON.
Go 1.7 miles north to Downs Drive.
Doom& Ater hob Domgo mow lob•1.1134. A

When you're on a roll, don't
sweat the small stuff.
"It wasn't pretty but it was a
win," Calloway County boys soccer coach Bill Miller said after
his Lakers downed, Caldwell
CountyTuesday night at the
Calloway Soccer Complex.
Calloway won its fourth in a
row and moved to 9-7 on the
season.
"Whatever the reason, I'm just
glad it's over," Miller said. "We
obviously didn't play well at all."
Tuesday's contest was Calloway's second in as many days.
Monday's win over Lone Oak
was a rough-and-tumble affair
and several Lakers were moving
slow Tuesday night. Now, the
Lakers have a week off to get
ready for next Tuesday's home

game with crosstown rival Murray High.
Calloway came out listless as
very little happened in the first
20 minutes. Beau Jones finally
broke the ice when he took a pass
from his brother, Brock, and put
the Lakers up 1-0.Calloway kept,
the one goal lead at half, due to a
strong defensive effort.
Calloway pushed another goal
across eight minutes into the second half when Beau Jones scored
on a penalty kick. Brock Jones
put the nail in the coffin with the
third goal and the rest was
academic as the Laker junior varsity finished the game.
• Calloway's JV boys won
their match 7-0 over Caldwell.
Matt Farmer led the way with
three goals while Jeff Nix had
two and Eric McKee and Jacob
Leatherwood each had one.

played any better than 1 did on
the back," Roach said after she
rolled in four birdie putts to win
her first regional title.
And Lady Tiger coach Judy
Muchelman said Roach was feeling some pressure.
"She felt a lot of pressure
about it," Muehelman said. "She
asked if Adam (Grogan) was
nervous yesterday (during Monday's boys regiona), and I told
her he was.
"She put a lot of pressure on
herself, and she's been out here
practicing a lot. She's done some
mental stuff and I think it paid
off for her."
Roach has also been working
with local professional Jimmy
Sullivan on her putting stroke.
That obviously paid off on
Tuesday:
'On the par-5 14th, she rolled in
a 15-foot putt for birdie.
•On the par-5 15th, she rolled in
a 6-foot putt for birdies.
•On the par-3 17th, she hit a 4-iron to within 10-feet and rolled
the birdie putt in.
'On the par-4 18th, she finished
by dropping a 22-foot putt.
"I've been taking lessons from
Jimmy Sullivan. He came out
here and talked to me this mom-

See Page 1"

FOOTBALL POLL
-Class AAAA
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Pre
1 North Hardm
I
(10) 5-1 1E7
2 Boon* Co
(5) 4-2 178
2
31.o., Male
(4) 5-1 171
3
4 Lou Si Xav)er
(1) 4-2 142
4
5 Lou Trinity
4-2 100
6
610,., Manual
5-1
93
5
liar Bryan Sie
5-1
90
7
8 Lou Ektier
e
(1 ) 6-0 85
9 Mad N Hopkins
(1) 6-0
72
10
10 Lou Bedard
4-2
26
•
Others revering votes Chnshan Co
Clark Co . Les Henry Clay, Lou DeSaies
Lou
Lou Manual Lou Pleasure
RcIpeEastern'
Park Shelby Co
Class AAA
Rank-School
FPV Rod TP Pve
(15) 6-0 193
I Bell Co
1
2 Owensboro
(7) 6-0 188
3
3 Cow Catholic
5-1 16.4
2
Gravel Co
4
6-0 140
5 Warren Central
5.1 107
5
5-1 105
6
6 Bowlmig Green
7 Lincoln Co
5-1
87
7
8 Cawood
6-0
so
9
9 Flopkinsvilie
4-2
29
8
10 Lesk• Co
5-0
16
()VIVI recev)ng votes Ashland Ettayer.
Breathm Co
Fort Thomas HIrt,•nds.
Franam-Stmoson. Harrison Co Knox Central. Meacle Co . Nelson Co Paducah Ttighman Woodlord Co
Class AA
Rank -School
FPV
1 Deny.)).
(21)
(I)
2 Prowonsourg
3 Rockcastie Co
4 Russel
5 Owensboro CAW,
6 Maytkrold
7 Sornertel
8 Mercer Co
9 Anderson

Red TP Pva
1
6-0 219
6-0 187
2
6-0 183
3
5-1 132
5
S-1 110
7
3.3
73
9
4-2 69
4
5-1
68
10
5-1
41
rori Khoi.
4-2
27
Mien
Oth•rs r•c•IvIng voles
Co •Scottsvolie. Guilin East, Caldwell Co . Eh.
zatiarritewn. Foil Campbell, Hancock Co
LaRue Co . Madison Southern, McLean Co.
Webster Co

Co

Class A
Rank -School
FPV Red TP Pre
'Bardstown
1
(18) 6-0 216
(2) 5-1 185
2 Newpon Cathokc
2
3 Murray
(2) 6-0 170
3
4 Garrard Co
4
6-0 146
5 Pars
5-1 109
5
6 Patera.
91
7
5-1
7 CaMpbOltrolle
5-1
80
6
4.2
8.Russailvtlle
58
8
4.1
9 Fulton Co
45
10
41
9
10 Beachwood
2-3
Others recorong vow Cumberland. Dayton, Erlanger Lloyd.'Futton Co. HaDOCIIIburg,
Hazard. Jentuns. Lynn Camp. Washtngton
Co

Atlanta arms ready for slugging Phillies
By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA — They've
got The Rotation, one of the best
in baseball history, and everybody knows what they've done
since The Trade. What the Atlanta Braves still don't have is the
World Series.
They beat Pittsburgh in the NL
playoffs to get there in 1991 and
1992 but couldn't win it, and

now the no-fear Philadelphia
Phillies stand in their way of a
third straight trip to the big show.
The Braves, owners of the
league's best record (104-58)
since the Mets were 108-54 in
1986, open their bid for an NL
three-peat Wednesday night at
Veterans Stadium (8:12 p.m.
EDT, CBS). The 1942-44 Cardinals were the last to win three
straight pennons.

"Check with Bob for the

Left-hander Steve Avery (18-6,
2.94), one of the Braves' four Cy
Young-caliber starters, starts
against right-hander Curt Schilling (16-7, 4.02). They opposed
each other Sept. 26, with Avery
winning 7-2.
Atlanta is 6-6 against the Phillies but took two of three in a
playoff preview at the Vet two
weekends ago.
"We're confident, but we're

not overlooking the Phillies," the
Braves' David Justice said Tuesday.
Because of their great record,
their great stets, and their great
starting pitching, the Braves
know nothing less than a world
championship will be considered
good enough.
Winning the most competitive
NL West race ever won't cut it.

Grand Classic Tires

lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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•Chicago stunned...

SPORTS

BRIEFS
• Lakers win, Tigers fall
Calloway County scored an 8-6 win over Fulton City, while
Trigg County defeated Murray 28-8 in middle school football play
Tuesday.
The Lakers used a 4-yard touchdown run by Dan Arnett and an
an Arnett pass to Jeremy McClure on the conversion • to down the
Bulldogs. Calloway also picked up a strong defensive effort,led by
Ben Mjos and Mitch Lilly.
The Tigers only score came in the first half, when Markenny
Hammonds tossed an 18-yard touchdown pass to Courtney Kent.
Hammonds ran for a two-point PAT.
"They have some very good speed," said MMS coach Scott Turner, whose Tigers were previously unbeaten. "It's the first team
that we've faced that could offset our speed."
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•Jordan shocks...
FROM PAGE 11A
and the Toronto Blue Jays.
By the seventh inning, word of
Jordan's retirement had spread.
Flanked by security guards, Jordan left the stadium, driving off
in his black Mercedes-Benz. The
White Sox would lose 7-3, but in
a city where Jordan is the undisputed king of sports, the baseball.
setback was tame stuff.
At least two of Jordan's teammates said they weren't surprised
he would walk away.
"He's just so tired. You could
see it coming," one unidentified
teammate told the Chicago
Tribune.
"I don't think this decision
was made in the last few days,"
another said. "The rumors started
not long after the third title, and
I'm sure he's done a lot of soulsearching since then."
Jordan's secluded suburban
home was dark Tuesday night.
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FROM PAGE
ing about my putting. It really
pai0 off," Roach said. "He told
me to be loose and not be
nervous."
• And she. said she putted well
for most of the day.
"I was putting pretty well all
day, except for the first three
holes," Roach said. "I missed
some short putts, but I was able
to work them in, and my putting
stroke got smooth after that.
Although this is the fifth
straight year Roach will be making a trip to the state tournament,
it was the first time she was able
to breakthrough and win a regional title.

d

"I really hadn't played as well
as I could have in the past regionals," Roach said. "And I really
wanted to do well in this one. It
came together on the last six
holes."
She'll have some company.
The Lady Tigers fired a 384 as a
team, easily outdistancing Mayfield's 409.
Rachel Cella had her best
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray High seniors Sara Fitts
and Jill Miller accounted for five
goals in the Lady Tigers' 8-0 win
over Paducah Tilghman Tuesday
at Cutchm Field.
Fitts, who scored the first goal,
finished with three goals and two
assists on the evening. Miller

scored two goals and collected
one assist.
Taryn Hansen, Ellen Uddbcrg
and Allison Cantrell also scored
goals while Samanth Hogsed and
Cara gressler all added assists.
Murray, now 8-5, will host district rival Marshall County Thursday night at Ty Holland Stadium.
Game time is set for 5:30 p.m.

get two-out base has like thes
did. Usually, the team that gets
two-out base hits is the team that
comes out on top."
Molitor, making his first poNt
season appearance in II year,.
said he felt a little anxiety.
'But once the first pitch IN
thrown, you realize it's Just
another game and you play.'
Molitor said. "It wasn't nervous
ness as much as anticipation

didn't get the big outs."
Asked about his inability to
solve the Blue Jays, McDowell
said, "If I could do that, I'd have
won tonight. I hope I get another
shot."
Lamont also felt McDowell
didn't pitch poorly.
"The fifth inning was the big
inning," Lamont said. "In all
three innings they scored on Jack,
it happened real quick. We didn't

•

•

MSU Racer
Athletic
Association
Meeting
with
Coach Houston Nutt
Thursday,
October 7
5:30 p.m.
Pagliai's Restaurant

Everyone Welcome.'

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.

"DOUBLEWIDE DAYS"
AT KEITH BAKER HOMES

'See me for at )our' family insurance needs'

305 N. 12th St., Murray

753-9627

Stall ••••1

round of the year, shooting a 47
on the ront side on her way to a
97. Stacey Foster continued her
steady play with a 96, while Tory
Holton shot 115.,
"Both of them (Cella and Foster) droppeds some strokes
today," Muehleman said. "That
47 was Rachel's best score, and I
would have been surprised if Stacey hadn't broke 100."
Tia Rouse led Mayfield with
an 84. Johnna Massey and Jenny
Throgmorton of Heath tied for
second with an 82, before Massey
won a playoff.
For the Calloway County Lady
Lakers, they finished back in the
pack with a 481.
"I was a little disappointed that
we didn't score a little bit better,
but I can't fault the effort," Calloway County coach Johnny Gingles said. "I was hoping that we
could hurdle a few teams, but we
didn't. It wasn't our day."
Jodi Manning led the Lakers
with a 112, while Nikki McMillen shot a 113. Courtney McCoy
shot a 130, while Holly Brandon
finished with a 115.

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
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ADVANCED CD AND WATCH
THE RATES GO UP
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The White Sox came back with
three to take a 3-2 lead on a tworun single by Ozzie Guillen, who
stole second and scored on
single by Tim Raines.
But Olerud doubled in a pair in
the fifth and scored on a single
by Sprague. Molitor homered in
the seventh after Olerud singled.
"It started off pretty much the
way you would imagine," Toronto manager Cito Gaston said.
"Two pretty good pitchers out
there. It stayed that way for a few
innings and then things kind of
broke loose."
McDowell didn't think he
pitched that poorly, although he
allowed 13 hits in 6 2-3 innings.
"I think I threw better than
seven runs," McDowell said.
"They didn't exactly crunch the
ball. They got some jam shots
before they got the big hits. But I

Lady Tigers down PTHS

•Murray High's Roach...
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His car was parked in front. A
note taped over the doorbell said:
"No solicitors. No autographs. If
you are not expected. PLEASE
do not ring this bell."
Jordan's fame extended far
beyond the borders of Chicago
and the NBA. At last year's Barcelona Olympics, he was treated
more as a potentate or rock star
than a basketball player. In China, he is the most celebrated figure apart from Mao-Tse tung this in a country where basketball
is not even the most popular
sport.
His departure follows the
retirement last year of Larry Bird
and Magic Johnson, dealing the
NBA an incalculable loss. With
his slithering drives through the
lane, airborne slams and radar
3-point shots - always with the
trademark tongue sticking out of
his mouth - Jordan played the
game like no other.

FROM PAGE 11A
Thomas, Chicago's No. 1 run
producer, didn't get many opportunities. He walked four limes
and singled.
"We couldn't get the big hit,"
manager Gene Lamont said.
"Guzman has pitched like that
against us before. If you don't
take advantage of his wildness,
you're going to be in trouble."
Lamont wasn't surprised that
Thomas walked four times.
"That happened some at the
end of the season, but we had
Robin Ventura hot and it didn't
hurt us."
Ventura was 0-for-3 and struck
out twice with runners in scoring
position.
Sprague tripled in a pair of
runs with two outs in the fourth
after Olerud walked and Molitor
singled.

(next b Century 21)
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Our Name Says It All
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We accept checks for
the amount of purchase only, food stamps
and
manufacturer's
coupons. Savings up
to 40% on the food you
use the most — 100%
guaranteed!

SAVE-A-LOT
FOOD STORES

le▪ e▪ /
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Prices Good
October 6,
Through
October 12
We reserve the right
to limit quantities
and correct printing
errors.
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Thomas F. Hendon
Thomas F. Hendon, 84, of Rt. 5, Murray, died today at 7. 15
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Clara Nadine Rowland Hendon; one daughter, Mrs. Brenda Stallings, New Concord; one
stepson, Darrell Rowland and wife, Patsy. Hamlin; one brother,
John R. Hendon and wife, Evon, Rt. S. Murray; nine
grandchildren.
He was preceded in death by one son, Tommy Hendon, and
one stepson, Eddie Rowland.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Jimie Ray Roach
Services for Jamie Ray Roach will be Thursday at II a.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Loma Borders
will be soloist.
Burial will follow in Wyatt Cemetery.
Friends may call from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Wednesday) at the
funeral home.
Mr. Roach, 55, Broad Street, Murray, died Monday at 3:38
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Debbie McDowell and
husband, Kevin, Riverside, Calif., and Jani Roach, Running-Springs, Calif.; one son, James Roach, Orange. Calif.; his
mother, Mrs. Lucy Roach. Murray; three brothers, Robert E.
Roach and wife, Bobbie Jean, Rt. 1, Mayfield, Kenneth W.
Roach and wife, H. June, Murray, and Charles E. Roach, Rt.
3, Murray; two grandchildren, Justin McDowell and Amanda
McDowell, Riverside, Calif.

Rev. H.D. Knight
The Rev. H.D. Knight, 82, Princeton, died Tuesday at 5 a.m.
at Caldwell County Hospital.
A retired Baptist minister, he had pastored churches at West
Fork Baptist Church at Murray, First Baptist at Mayfield, Sulphur Springs in Crittenden County, Cedar Bluff, Second, Chapel
Hill, and Calvary in Caldwell County, and First Baptist at
Spencer, Tenn.
Rev. Knight was employed as a missionary for Tennessee
Baptist Convention for 23 years. He had spent a total of 46
years in the ministry.
Born Sept. 22, 1911, in Livingston County, he was the son
of the late William Spurlin Knight and Annie Ruth Brackett
Knight. One daughter, Janice Carol Knight, preceded him in
death.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Margaret Peek Knight; five
sons. Wednell Knight, Cecil Knight and Dennis Knight, Princetoiv Vart.Xnight, Fredonia, and Dan Knight, Star. Mich.; two
sisters, Mrs. Grace Peck and -Mrs. Dorothy Bailey, Lyon County; two brdthers, -Chester Knight and Roy- Knight, Salem: 15
grandchildren; several great-grandchildren; several nieces 'and
nephews.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Morgan's Funeral Home, Princeton. The Rev. Paul Hall, the
Rev. Leslie Baumgardner, the Rev. Clifton Dexter and the Rev.
J.R. Bruce will 'officiate.
Burial will follow in Hebron Cemetery in Lyon County.
Friends may call after 4 p.m. today (Wednesday) at ihe funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of gifts to Kentucky Baptist Homes for Children.

Lynda Jo Byrd
Funeral rites for Lynda Jo Byrd were Monday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Hornbeak Funeral Home, Fulton. The Rev. Pete
Allen and the Rev. Terry Pulley officiated.
Burial was in Rock Springs Cemetery, Crutchfield.
Miss Byrd, 29, Fulton, died Saturday from injuries sustained
in a traffic accident on Kentucky Highway 94 in Graves
County.
A member of Union Presbyterian Church, Fulton, she managed retail businesses in Florida and Memphis, Tenn. She was
a 1986 graduate of Murray State University.
Survivors include her parents, Richard and Ruby West Byrd,
Fulton; two sisters, Mrs. Elaine Byrd Allen, Albany, Ga., and
Miss Judy Byrd, Jackson, Tenn.; her maternal grandmother, Mrs.
Elive Pauline Jones West, Clinton; several aunts, uncles and
cousin's including an aunt, Mrs. Sarah Ross, Rt. 2; Murray.
P,:txeding her in death were her paternal grandparents, Milner
and Vera B. Byrd, and her maternal grandfather, Paul West.

One Wilson (Junior) Kuykendall Jr.
One Wilson (Junior) Kuykendall Jr., 59, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.,
died Monday at Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
A member of Shady Grove Baptist Church, he was a 'construction worker for Kuykendall Construction, Paris.
Born Jan. 28, 1934, at Puryear, Tenn., he was the son of
the late One Kuykendall Sr. and Ella Odessa On Kuykendall.
One sister, Mrs. L.B. Spann, and two brothers, Dorris Kuykendall and Harold L. -Kuykendall, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Helen Atwood Kuykendall,
to whom he was married in 1953; three sons, Steve Kuykendall
and Keith Kuykendall, Paris, and the Rev. Randall (Randy)
Kuykendall, Murray; six grandchildren, Sarah, David, Roman,
Tyler, Matthew and Clay Kuykendall; four sisters, Mrs. Lottie
Orr, Mrs. Oyna On, Mrs. Bernice Fletcher and Sylvia Kuykendall, Puryear.
Services are today at 1 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris. The Rev. Jimmy Allison and the Rev. Randy
Kuykendall are officiating.
Pallbearers are Freddie On, Rickie On, Gary Fletcher, Jimmy
Spann, Jack Bruce and Al Bcecham. Burial will follow in Paschall Cemetery at Puryear.
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Homecoming

20% OFF

All Gift Items (excluding fragrances)

Friday St Saturday Only
109 South 4th St
Downtown Murray
Bob Dunn. RPh. • 7.3-I462
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Anti-war activist who surfaced
after 23 years to be sentenced

DEATHS
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FOR SHIER HEALTH
DR. MARY BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR-

FLUIDS ARE VITAL
The old saying, You arc what you
eat" might well be -You are what you
drink." The reason is that the body is
Vi tO 2/3 water, and without taking in
enough fluids you would become
gravely ill within a matter of days.
Thirst, the brain a signal that the
body's water level has fallen too low,
goes a long way in saying that we
need to replace lost fluids. However,
those who increase their amount of
physical activity through sports or
exercise, should not rely on thirat
alone as a guide for how much to
drink. That's because the thirst mechanism is considerably blunted dur•

- •-•

__,_—

ing and after vigorous activity. What
to do? The solution is simple: Drink at
least6 to 8cu ps offluid a day whether
you feel like it or not. Water, juice,
and milk will do fine. Alcoholic beverages, however, as well as caffeine in
coffee, tea, and cola drinks increase
water output and thereby raise fluid
needs. So they should not be considered as part of the 6-8 cup count

Dr. Mary Broerinerneyer
-Chiropractor4 miles East on Hwy. 94
753-2962

—

"

StateUniversity

Free Back to School
Information Night
for adults beginning or
returning to college

•
•
•

Find out about:
Financial aid
Admissions procedures
Campus resources for students

a career?
l
Need help deciding
Attend the optional career survey session at
You'll be glad you did!
•IC

Monday, October 25, 1993
p.m.
Currie Center, small ballroom, HSU Campus

6-9

Call 1-800-669-7654 or 762-4150 by October 22
to registeer.
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Mon.-Thurs.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.
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U.S. Choice

U.S. Choice Boneless

Kentuckian Ham

1-Bone Steak

' 2 or Whole
Fresh Small
Pork Spare

Pork Loin

$299

Ribs
$ 1 39LID

I

Center Cut

Pork Chops
Porkay

$239

Rc

Ribeye Steak

Ground Beef

Lb.
$499

34
Seaboard
Farms Fried
Chicken

Leg Qtrs.

39'

$ 1 891.0

1/4 Sliced

Pork Chops

Sausage

Pork Loin
$ 79
Green Beans

PepperiOge FOrin

Hunts
Slices
29 oz

Stokely French
Style or Cut

Layer
Cakes

$239

Lb

14 oz

399C

$199

Flav-O-Rich

Northern

Gold Medal Plain or Self-Rng

1/2% Milk
$ 79

Bathroom Tissue

Flour

11

4 Roll Pkg.

99

Stokely Cream Style or Whole Kernel
15 oz

3/99'

Prairie Farm

Whole Milk

gal

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
12
Diet Sprite, Fresco

pk

1.99

,
f
r,

$
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Peter Pan

Salt

Peanut Butter
Paper Towels
Stokely s Shredded

Kraut
stokeiy s
Applesauce
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$1.59
69'
oz 3/99'
15 oz 3/9('

Brawny Single Roll
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99'

Morton Plain or Iodized

Save 50*
3n

2 Liter

39'
Hunt s Manwich
Sandwich Sauce 155 oz 99'
and-O-Lakes American
Cheese Singles 12 oz 9.29
Hunt's
Spaghetfi Sauce 257 oz 9.29

Sugar

89

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yell°, Fresco

37 oz

Hyde Park

Golden Corn

5 Lb.

Salad Dressing
$ 1 99

:Cake Mix
18.2 oz.

89'

Miracle Whip

Betty Crocker

Good

89Lbc

Partin's 1 Lb. Country

99°

Gal

L

di‘g

Fresh Smoked

1/2 Or

$ 1 99

Owens Best Fon* Pock

Spare
Ribs

Peaches

Spread
4 Lb Bons

U.S. Choice

Country Style

End
Roast
$ 169Lo

P g•e•
$309 :
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Ripe
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Vine
Ripened

Thompson

Red

Red Delcous
New Cror

Owens Famous

Bananas Tomatoes Grapes Apples BBQ Pork
59c:
$489
199!D
Lbs

69.

3 Lb Bag
Yellow

Fancy
Bell

Onions

Peppers

Bartlett

Fancy

Green

Owen s Best
RRQ

Owens Best
Boneless Pt
Baked or
Honey BokP

Healthy Choice
Smoked

Tuticy
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0(

Ham

Chicken Breast

$35,?
Colby or
Co Jock

Lb

b

t- ckrich

Owens Best

Pickle & Pimento,

88Q Beef

Old Fashion Olive,
Joiapeno Loaf

1
0
lb
‘
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b
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$1 99 $#)89 $'159

89' 3/99' 69
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SECTION B
Airplane to
patrol county
The Kentucky Division of Forestry announced today that Calloway
County will be patroled regularly by
airplane beginning October 1st and
continuing through December 15th
for grass and forest fire protection.
Local Forest Ranger Ron Talent
explained,"The Kentucky fire laws
will go into effect October 1st and
continue in effect through December 15th. KRS 149.400 states that
there will be no burning except
between the hours of 4:30 p.m. and
12:00 midnighi" He further stated
that all fire spotted by airplane will
be checked out by him or cited into
court. Talent stated that citizens
using the excuse of not knowing the
Law will not be excused.
Talent is asking your fullest
cooperaton again this fall to help
him keep fires in Calloway County
to the absolute minimum. If you
must burn, wait until after 4:30 p.m.,
never burn if the wind is high, and
always stay with the fire until the
Last spark is out. If you let a fire get
out of control, even if you are
burning during the legal hours between 4:30 p.m. through 12:00
midnight, you will be cited into
court
To report a wildfire, please call
the Kentucky Division of Forestry
Office in Mayfield at 247-3913 or
call your local Forest Ranger Ron
Talent at 753-9894.

Wonder Country Fair

16 Oz. Loaf

FOODS
OCTOBER 1993

7311E1EICAM
ow 6 7 8 9
11 12E1E1
2 Liter Bottle

Cousin Willie Reg. or Butter

Sunflower

Microwave Popcorn

Flour

Wolf's book
rewritten
Dr. -Ken Wolf, -profeswr of
history at Murray State University,
has recently re-written a book he
originally had published in 1985.
"Personalities and Problems: Interpretive Essays in World Civilization," a book used in most world
civilization classes, will be on the
shelves at the University Bookstore
by January, according to Wolf.
Wolf said the original book,
"Personalities and Problems: Individual and Social Forces," was
reviewed and evaluated by several
historians across the country as well
as students and faculty at Murray
State. As a result, some of the
original chapters were omiud and
some new chapters have been
added.
The new book is being published
by McGraw-Hill and has a publisher's suggested retail. price of
S9.95.
Wolf began working on the project in 1981, when the Faculty
Resource Center recommended a
book of this type to make world
civilization classes more interesting.
Wolf has been teaching at Murray
State since 1969.

5 Lb.
Bag
Turner

,

1/2% Milk
'1187

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
•Dally & Weekly Rentals
*Clean. Dependable Cars
'Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461

For

24 oz. Cottage Cheese $1.28

Bleach

Vienna Sausage

aghetti
$11 00
7 oz.
Pkg.

Clorox

Kelly's

Ronco Thin or Reg.

Gal.

\

For

7

Gal.
Jug

Can

IN4

M

U.S.D.A. Select 10-13 Avg. Whole Boneless

U.S.D.A. Select

Top Sirloin

97

MSU professor
delivers paper
Dr. William Shell Jr., assistant
professor of history at Murray State
University, will deliver a professional paper titled, "Journals: An
Alternative to Pop Quizzes and
Workbooks," at the ninth annual
Ohio Valley History Conference.
The conference, which consists of
panel discussions and paper presentations, will be held Oct. 15-16 on
the campus of Western Kentucky
University at Bowling Green.
Schell's paper explains an experiment he is testing on his world
civilization text, definitions of
terms in the text and notes from a
book students are required to read
and write papers about.
Schell said the journals are collected periodically and count 10
percent of the student's final grade.
Although he will not know the
results of his experiment until the
end of the fall semester, Schell said
the journals should help students
prepare for the common final.
Schell has been teaching history
at Murray State for two years.

97°

Value Pack Split

Value Pack Assorted

Fryer Breast

Emge Mild Cure

Value Pack

Bacon

Center Cut Chops

s

$1 29
MO

•

Lb

97
Me

Lb

Jumbo Head

Lettuce

47

Jumbo Red Ripe

Jumbo Stalk

Tomatoes Celery

Bananas

47c57c4
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United Way spotlights rape victim services

•s•

A.1 GUTTERS

Rape is a subject that most people
would rather not talk about, or even
hear about. However, if it were to
happen to you or to someone you
love, it is reassuring to know that
there is help.
Rape Victim Services is a United
Way agency that began in 1984 as a
grass roots effort by volunteers who
recognized a need in the community
to provide specialized services to
victims of sexual offenses. These
volunteers were professionals from
nursing, law enforcement, mental
health, spouse abuse, legal aid,
social services and other human
service agencies. Prior to that time,
the nearest toll free crisis line was in
Louisville.
By 1986 the need was so great
that a center was opened with paid
staff to develop services regionwide. In order to accomplish this

Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantees
FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020

BETTER-BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY. - (502)674-5530 Owner, DWAIN WARREN
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors, Not Pre Fab.
Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials
FREE Estimates, References and Location of Garages In Your Area,
and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models With Vinyl Siding
1 1 2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)

$4,925
$3.725 2' 1 CAR (24x24)
$4,425 LARGE 2'2 CAR (24x30) $5,525
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
$4,825

For Electrical Service

David Morris Electric
Commercial
Residential
Industrial
New Construction - Repairs
Maintenance
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

Call 759-4960

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your tonxtnience \ox% Otters

UPS Pick-Up
‘Intida

- Frida

Ship V1 ccklv S Savc mune%
‘1-1

Nam•Xp m

lin% 641 \

sal ')

lp m. Sun

I Nsmpo Plaia

PS
p.m.

751-2.1X41

Old Fashioned
Sunday
Sunday, October 10, 1993
Activities will include:
•Potluck Meal At Noon
•Old Fashion Clothing
Contest
•Games And Activities
The
Throughout
Afternoon
Everyone Is Invited To
Attend And Enjoy A
Tr Day Of Family Fun.

Poplar Spring Baptist Church

regional mission a fifteen member
governing board of directors from
different counties was appointed.
Board representatives from Calloway County include: Murray-Calloway County Hospital emergency
department Clinical Manager Carolyn Marcum; professor and Director
of MSU Social Work Department,
Rose Bogal-Allbritten: and Director
of the MSU Women's Center, Kim
Barrett.
There are many services available through Rape Victim Services.
These include a 24-hour Crisis Line
where victims can call 753-5777 or
toll-free 1-800-928-7273 and talk to
a counselor during regular business
hours. After hours, the crisis line is
answered by an answering service
which patches the caller through to a
volunteer victim's advocate. This
crisis line and the papers used by the
volunteer advocates are funded by
the United Way.
All crisis line callers are connected with a Rape Victims Services(RVS)counselor for counseling and support group services. The
victim may choose to come to the
Paducah office for counseling or
may go to the MSU Women's
Center.

United Way
ot
Morroy-Calloway County

Take Time
To Care
Murray-Calloway County Hospital calls the crisis line when a rape
victim is brought into the
ernergency room. A trained volunteer victim's advocate is dispatched
to the hospital to offer support,
information, and crisis intervention
to the victim. Pat Osborn of Murray
is the head volunteer advocate for
Calloway County. A RVS victim's advocate will
accompany the victim to the police
station,county attorney's office,and
to court. Support is offered to the
victim from the time they make the
first call until they choose to terminate services. Information on the
criminal justice system and intervention on the victim's behalf is
provided.
In addition to the services mentioned above, the rape center offers
support groups to adult survivors of
incest, adult and teenage rape victims. Upon request, the RVS staff

provides education and prevention
programs to schools, churches,
civic groups, women's clubs and 4H clubs.
All Rape Victim Service volunteer undergo at least 40 hours of
mandatory training. This training is
conducted each fall on the MSU
campus, and is offered free of
charge.
Training on the Kentucky Medical protocol is provided upon request to the emergency room staff at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
This training is also free, as is the
law enforcement training offered to
the Murray Police and. Calloway
County Sheriffs Departments.
Rape Victim Services also provides consultation for Murray professionals working with survivors
of rape and sexual abuse.
Last year Rape Victim Services
served 334 victims and 83 family
and friends of victims. Advocates
met 53 victims at area hospital

emergency rooms and provided sccompenirnau to police and court 83
times. A total of 1,189 crisis calls
were received.
Volunteers remain the backbone
of the service delivery. Last year
they domed over 25,000 hours.
Volunteers from Murray donated
12,762 hours. Pat Osborn who
serves as staff back-up logged 3,619
hours. In recognition of their outstanding community service these
Murray volunteers won several
awards including the J.C. Penny
Golden Rule Award, the Presidential "Point of Light Award" from
President Bush, and recognition
from the U.S. Department of Justice
for placing in the top 200 victim
advocates in the country.
Murray is lucky to have such
wonderful volunteers, but more are
still needed. If you would like to
volunteer or if you would like
further information, please call
753-5777 or 1-800-928-7273.
If you would like to make a
United Way donation to help support this worthwhile program please
call your local United Way office at
753-0317. With your contributions,
the people of Murray and Calloway
can continue to receive the services
that they need.

Get Your

FULL
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Mergers transforming health care industry early
umbia shares dropped S1.37% to
NEW YORK (AP) — About
S28.87hA on the Nasdaq Stock
four months ago an upstart health
Market.
care company called Columbia
Columbia Hospital Corp.
made history by fashioning a $3.2
knows
the value of a merger. It
billion merger that transformed it
since its founding in
rapidly
grew
for-profit
into the nation's largest
1987, buying hospitals aggreshospital chain.
sively. The company was transLouisville, Ky.-based Columbiformed into Columbia Healthcare
a has done it again — this time
Corp. this summer after merging
combining with HCA-Hospital
with much larger Galen Health
Corp. of America to create a $10
Inc., once part of the HumaCare
billion monolith — illustrating
Inc.
health care empire. Galen
na
the health care industry's urgency
73 hospitals to Columbioperated
to position for reform.
a's
26.
Deals involving everyone, from
The deal- was notable not, just
drug companies to health mainteits geographic synergies,
for
nance organizations to medical
which gave the combined comequipment makers have multipany a strong presence in key
plied, as each tries to compete
markets in Florida and Texas, but
better at lower cost. And the pace
also because it would achieve a
promises to accelerate.
large economy of scale. Columbi"Over the next two or three
a Healthcare said it would save
years, there's going to be an inormillion a year because pur$30
dinate amount of transactions,"
chasing and data processing costs
said Kurt Kammer, an analyst
would decline.
with Advest Inc. in Washington.
In the HCA merger, forged
"Health care companies have to
quickly and announced over the
decide very quickly whether they
weekend, Columbia anticipates
will be ... prey or predator."
saving $130 million annually by
Recent deals include drug giant
consolidating administration and
Merck & Co.'s $6 billion acquisi"combining national purchasing
tion of mail-order pharmacy
contracts." That means driving
Medco Containment Services
even
harder bargains with supmerger
of
Inc.; the
health maintepliers, who are eager to feed its
nance organizations Qual-Med
190 hospitals and 42,000 beds.
Inc. and Health-Net; Abbey
Together Columbia and HCA
Healthcare Group Inc.'s purchase
buy
$1.7 billion in medical supof Total Pharmaceutical Care Inc.
plies each year.
and the $425 million marriage of
"The move to one single (purValue Health Inc. and Preferred
contract will give supchasing)
Health Care Ltd.
pliers much greater volume,"
"Health care reform is leading
said Victor Campbell, HCA's
companies to the decision that
vice president for corporate and
they have to make acquisitions"
if they want to increase volume. investor relations. In return, the
prices suppliers charge should
Kammer said. The only way to
decline. "This is what health care
combat the lower profits that will
reform is all about — consolidatresult from lower prices dictated
ing, reducing costs," he said.
by reform is to "go out and
Eran Broshe, vice president of
acquire. It's a proven, reliable
the Boston Consulting Group's
way to increase revenue," he
health care practice unit, said
said.
reform especially will force hosTo accomplish the merger, pitals to examine and cut their
Columbia will trade 1.05 shares costs, or they'll lose business to
of its common stock for each competitors.
HCA share, giving the deal a valBroshe said managed care
ue of S5.7 billion based on Fri- companies and HMOs, which
day's stock price.
direct their patients only to
Investors lapped up HCA
selected hospitals, "are going to
shares Monday, sending the stock shift volume to the hospitals that
up S6.12
to S28.871/i on the offer the better cost
New York Stock Exchange. Col- opportunity."

FREE

While reform has raised questions for all health care companies, "hospitals arc going to be
one of the hardest hit segments of
the industry," Broshe said. Since
fewer medical procedures require
an overnight say, hospitals have
30 percent to 40 percent more
beds than they actually need.
Columbia's occupancy rate is
about 46 percent. But when that
figure is adjusted to reflect space
occupied by the many outpatients
who travel through its hospitals,
the rate jumps ,to about 70 percent on, any give!''day.
HCA also has successfully secured outpatient business. Campbell said outpatient procedures
comprise 30 percent of the company's business, and 60 percent
of HCA hospital surgeries result
in a one-day patient suy.
Richard Scott, Columbia's
chief executive, predicted the
number of hospital beds around

the country will contract by 30
percent in the next five years.
Despite its formidable size —
only the government's Veterans
Affairs Department controls more
beds — Columbia-HCA Healthcare is planning additional
acquisitions, perhaps a dozen or
more.
Some hospitals considered
inefficient competitors will be
acquired simply to eliminate
them, Scott said in a telephone
interview. "We've bought eight
hospitals it) the last five years
solely to shut them down and
consolidate them into our
operations."
Columbia-HCA is determined
to "build local networks city by
city so that we will be the logical
provider for health care buyers,
whether they be health alliances,
HMOs or through an individual
employer contract," Scott said.

SPINAL EXAMINATION

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

I§
I

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5
6
7
8

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Calloway student Clint Darden recently attended the first annual National
Leadership Camp held In Washington D.C. While attending the first annual
National Leadership Camp, Darden met U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford at the House
of Congress. Darden Is the State DECA treasurer. DECA Is an association of
marketing students that gives students a chance to develop skills In the
classroom that can be used outside the classroom. Pictured above from left
to right Clint Darden, Sen. Wendell Ford, and the State DECA vice-president
Andrew Lampkins.
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Read the classifieds

Why pay rent and more per gallon for gas
when you can own your tank and buy from us
at a GUARANTEED LOWER PRICE!
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Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.
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Don't forget, October
is Adopt a Dog Month

ovided acid court 83
cnsu calls

We couldn't let October slip by
without mention of it being Adopt a
Dog Month. Along with the enjoyment of the beautiful fall colors
surrounding us,and the anticipation
for Halloween, it might add to our
lives to take a look at the many
wonderful dogs available for adoption at the shelter.
In pouring over some early Humanely Speaking articles, I came
across one wnuen in June, 1976. At
that time, the Calloway County
Humane Society was in its infancy,
the shelter on Sycamore was yet to
be, and the stray animals resided in
the sadly inadequate city-county
dog pound. The opening paragraphs
of the article follow:
"Last week a reader wrote the
Society to take issue with our efforts
to find home for dogs at the citycounty pound. The weekly dog
census which lists dogs available for
adoption at the pound, he maintains,
tends to add to dog problems in this
community,since people who adopt
the animals allow them to roam free,
inflicting damage on neighbor's
property and generally making nuisances of themselves. Instead of
concentrating on finding homes for
strays, the Society should, he feels,
emphasize responsibility of owners
to control their dogs.
"The Society has never insisted
that every dog at the pound should
be adopted, nor has it contended that
every person should adopt a clog. It
has, since its founding, consistently
maintained that unless an individual
really wants a dog. unless he intends
to give it adequate care, and unless
he intends to be responsible enough
to control the dog, he should not
adopt a dog. Conversely,the individual who meets these requisites IS
encouraged to visit the pound and
select a dog which is available for
adoption."
Except perhaps for the reader's
.comments, these words are not
much different than what we would.
write today, 17 years later. Our
adoption rules have probably become more stringent, hut our goal
now,as then, is to serve the needs of
the community as well as secure
good homes for the shelter animals.
So, if you have been considering
adding a new friend to your family,
visit the shelter in October and get
the adoption process in motion.
The benefits of owning a pet arc
varied and many. Most owners feel
their pet has improved the quality of
their life. Surveys show that after
acquiring a pet, owners feel they
quarrel less, laugh more, and corn -
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municate heuer. Nearly all pet
owners agree that pet ownership
helps children learn responsibility
and respect for life.
Choosing your canine companion is a very personal endeavor, and
it is helpful to have an idea of what
you will expect from the new family
member. If you want an athletic
animal to play frisbee and romp
with the children, choose a young,
energetic dog. If you need a
companion to share the hearth with,
perhaps an older more quiet animal
would be a heuer choice. The
shelter workers can help you find an
animal suitable for your home and
. family.
Procedures at the shelter will
include consultation, adoption
forms, explanation of the contract,
and a review of costs. Your contract
will include a commitment for veterinary care for your dog. and
spaying of females and neutering of
males. Also, a 21 hour waiting
period is required so that your
decision to adopt the animal can be a
sound and permanent one. All
requirements will he explained in
greater detail during your consultation.
Adoption goals are to place a
g4od animal in a lowing,responsible
borne for - the enjoyment Of all
concerned.
We also feel a word of caution is
in order regarding Halloween. For
most of us it is a fun-filled, exciting
evening for children and adults
alike. But cruelty exists in our
society, and animals are often the
innocent victims of sadists' "fun" especially on Halloween. Please he
extra careful with your pets this tirne
of year. Keep them inside as much
as possible, and never let them ow
alone at night. Avoid the hearbreak
of having your beloved pet become
the victim of a sadist's cruel, sick
pleasures.

Wilderness Center opening in Cadiz
By BOBBIE FOUST
The Paducah Sun

r.

CADIZ, Ky. (AP) — Snakes
alive! Amphibians and fish, too.
Those are only a few species
awaiting nature lovers when the
first stage of Woods and Wetlands Wildlife Nature Center
-opens later this; year.
The first stage — featuring an
indoor serpentarium and aquarium exhibit — is nearing
completion.
"We'll have snakes and other
creepy, crawly things that people
like to see," said director-curator
Scott Shupe
A 2,925-square-foot building
will house the serpcntarium,
home to reptiles and amphibians
in a natural habitat. The building
also will house a 26-foot,
16,000-gallon aquarium providing a home for a variety of fish
and aquatic life.
Some of the more unusual creatures include tiger salamander
and amphiuma, a legless aquatic
salamander that breathes through
gills and is found in the swamps
and bottoms of western
Kentucky.
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the large aquarium and several
smaller ones — ranging from 10
to 400 gallons -- will shelter
water creatures amid a natural
stone landscape.
Shupe compared the serpentarium to reptile houses found at
most zoos. The snakes and other
reptiles are native North American --species, however.'
He hopes to open the center's
second stage in the spring. The
second stage will have native outdoor wildlife including wolves,
cougars, wildcats, elk, deer and
wild turkey in outdoor enclosures. Walkways will allow visitors to view the animals in woods
and fields where they live.
The center is under construction on a 100-acre tract on U.S.
68 just east of the entrance to
Lake Barkley State Park.
Though he hopes to have both
stages open by spring, he thinks
the outdoor exhibit will develop
over several years.
Shupe is a naturalist and operates the Natural History Education Company from his home
near Farmington.
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MSU receives
$73,000 grant

Storey's

Murray State University's Technical Assistance Team recently received a $73,000 grant from the
Kentucky Cabinet for Human Resources to help coordinate early
intervention services across the

Food Giant

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street. Murray

State.

Mona Fallon, assistant professor
in learning and behavioral disorders, said the Technical Assistance
Team at Murray State will help the
Purchase Area Development District establish committees in the
Purchase , Pennyrile and Green
River Districts.
Each district committee will have
from seven to 20 members,consisting of educators, health and social
service professionals, working to
assist children with developmental

FRESH BAKE

BREAD
16

1

VAN CAMP

OZ. LOAF

PORK S BEANS

KELLY S HOT

C
16 OZ. I

FOR

Early intervention is the process
of identifying children who have
either development disorders or are
at risk for encountering problems in
development. Fallon said most
children who receive early intervention assistance arc born with medical conditions. Early intervention
attempts to help children with special needs before they enter and fall
behind in school.
The purpose of Technical Assistance Team is to identify children in
need of early intervention and coordinate services for those children.
Once in full operation, parents of
children with developmental disabilities will be able to call a tollfree number and be referred to the
district in their area. Fallon said
early intervention professionals will
determine appropriate services for
the child's disability.
Murray State was one of eight
Kentucky universities to receive a
grant, which came from a pool of
federal money. Fallon said the
money will be used to identify
children. with developmental disorders and to compensate professionals involved.
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McClard is named
commended student
in '94 merit program
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The principal, Jerry Ainley of
Calloway County High School, announced today' that Marti McClard
has been named a Commended
Student in the .1994 National Merit
Scholarship Program. A Letter of
Commendation from National
Merit Scholarship Corporation
(NMSC), which conducts the program, will be presented by the school
to this outstanding senior. McClard
is the daughter of Carol and Gary
McClard, Route 4 Murray.
About 35,000 Commended Students throughout the nation are
being honored for their outstanding
performance on the 1992 Preliminary SAT/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test, which was the
route of entry to the 1994 Merit
Program. Commended Students
have shown exceptional academic
promise by placing among the top
five percent of more than one
million program entrants.
An NMSC spokesperson stated,
"Being designated a Commended
Student in this keen competition is a
credit to these young people as well
as to thier schools, which play key
role in thier development. We hope
that the recognition these scholastically able students receive will
encourage them to develop their
talents and abilities to the fullest.
and that the example they set will
inspire other young women and men
to strive for academic excellence.
Commended Students represent a
valuable intellectual resource cmcial to our nation's well-being."
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Cub Scouts plan
Halloween activites
at national museum
The fourth annual Cub Scout
Halloween Caper and Sleeporee
will be held at the National Scouting
Museum on the Murray State University campus on Oct. 29-30.
Features activities will include a
contest,
costume
Halloween
haunted maze, ghost stories, a pizza
pigout, graveyard golf, crafts, a
movie and apple bobbing.
The sleeporee will begin at 6:10
p.m. Friday. Oct. 29, and conclude
on Saturday morning around 9 a.m.
Cub Scouts from around the area
will be hauling in their sleeping
bags or blankets and pillows in
preparation for the sleepover in the
Scoutaround Theater. They are
encouraged to wear costumes for
the contest on Friday night. The
Scouts will gather by a campfire to
hear ghost stories if weather permits.
Scouts interested in attending the
Halloween Caper were required to
make application. In order to allow
all Cub Scout Packs an equal opportunity to attend the sleeporce, participants were drawn from a lottery.
Those who were drawn will be
notified by the museum staff.
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In tournament circles, many stories are told by experts about their
strangeencounters with the so-called
Little Old Ladies The 1..0.1..s are
the composite -- largely fictional —
characters who occasionally manage,
in their own way, to wreak havoc on
the experts.
One of these stories goes hack to
the time some years ago when two
Little Old Ladies, bubbling with excitement, sat, down to play against
two celebrated I.ife Masters in a pair
championship.
It wasn't really surprising that,
as soon as the bidding was over.
1..0.1.. No.2 (East) It'd out of turn
The director was summoned and
ruled that South could call the lead
of any suit — that was the rule in
those days — or treat the queen as
an expofted card.
South directed West to lead a
club,but L.O.L. No.!,somewhatembarrassed,stated she didn't have one
to lead. Having selected his penalty,
even though West could not comply,
, declarer had no further recourse.
L.O.L. No. 1 was now told she could
lead anything at all.
So she shrewdly led a low diamond,knowing that her partner had
the queen. East won with the jack -the queen was hack in her hand —
and returned a club, the suit West
said she had none of.
West ruffed and continued the
good work by leading another low
diamond to East's queen. Another
club ruff gave the defenders their
fourth trick. All over the room everyone was making four or five spades,
but at this table declarer went down
one, much to his dismay.
The moral is not altogether clear,
butSouth is much more careful these
days when he plain against the Little
Old Ladies!

FIELD HC

5 LB. BLOCK

LuMilitEs
119

FAST

L.O.L. No.1
+542
K1098
•A K 98 7 :1
•—

SO(ITH
4 L1(1 l0-8-7:4 6- .1,.1 7-6 4.; •••*".
•• 6 5 "
K 10
The bidding:
South West
North East
1+
2•
Pass
1+
4+
3+
Pans
Opening lead — queen of diamonds.

$169

12 OE.
PKG.
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CLASSIFIED

[gigsgJ

Deadline* are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m_
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
FARMERS

ANNOUNal4:ME\is

Legal Nouce
Nonce

010
020
025
030
040
050

Forearm's
Card of Thanka
In Memory
Lost• Found

070

Situation Wanted

100.

BO4Ines•

Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed • Seed
1.1_%

Instruction

For Trade

560

Free Column

570

Wanted

INVITATION TO BM
The City of Murray will accept quotations
on chemicals to be used by the Murray
Public Works & Utilities, Water & Wastewater Divisions: Bulk Sodium Hydroxide
(Caustic Soda Liquid) 50% Mercury Cell
Grade, Chlorine Cylinders, Sulfur Dioxide
and Liquid Mum Bulk. Specifications are
available at the City Clerk's Office, South
5th & Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky.
Quotations are to be delivered to the City
Clerk's Office no later than 1 p.m., Thursday, October 21, 1993. The City of Murray
reserves the right to accept the lowest or
best quotation or to reject any or all quotations submitted.

AURORA Pizza Magic Gene hand tossed pizza
• Ireth salads. sandwiches,
gyros Open all yew at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8 1 1 9,
rues
1 800•649-3804

4 Fish Day
"
Its Time For Stocking
CHANNEL CATFISH ORONO
BLUE C;ra. Faisal arroAs
Loge WM, Bae, Baca Wow
ard Tnolosl Das Cap(a Ficr- C
Weed Calci) The HAII•BIA
ad item a *ego oi 2 ic 2
Poxes
Davey Wel

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6.75%
INTEREST

Foamy, Omani IS
At Tie Faiocang tccason
Swarm Was Coca

Guaranteed 5 years

Cas !Of local sae ta cum rat
craw a cal

100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199

480
485

490.
495
500
510

agree, KY
7S3A 423
Tan, 130410 pra.

Tol is 1-110A60-6639

Fish Wagon, inc.
Roos 3

Sas 337C
Harrisburg. Arkansas 72432
• IN*

I. Michael Coy, am no longer responsible for any
debts other than my own
MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment

America's Second Car

(Ugly Duckling
:1
LITMCI=3021111
Locations Coast to Coast

965

310

Want To Rant

430

Real Estate

Motorcycles 320

Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

330
340

.

440

For Rent

450

HOW144

For Rent or Lease

Hwy. 79
Paris, Tenn.

X

X
X
X XXXXXXXXXXX X
MUMS FOR SALE Beautiful colors From Murray
take 94W to Thurman
Road turn right. 1st house
on right 435-4020
STRESSED OUT? Theraputic massage relieves
tension relaxes sore muscles, assists weight loss,
and improves health Call
Dave Estes 753-3801
335/hr. house calls only
Licensed Massage
Therapist

Murray
Shoe Repair
106 N. 4th St.• Murray
9-5:30 M-F •Sat.10-1
759-1983
VACATION Dream Cash
Earn at home $200 to $500
weekly stuffing envelopes
For information Send
SASE to Vacation Dream
Cash, PO Box 224. McKenzie, TN 38201
VIDEO Production Specialties has been meowing
memories since 1984 You
can have YOUR home movies, slides, or photos
transferred to videotape
with confidence Call
Donna Darnell 759-9246

Every Tuesday Night at

KS' 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to So Hai* Road nit" on Srl Hui Road 1/4 nide
°PIN 10 Ulf Pl/f11 ,f.

753-0466

NON•PflOf

PO Box 1033

OfICIAPflAl f./

Murray

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/2,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As at plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1 Price. 2 Company stability. 3. Service. We
represent 7 'A M Best A- or A. rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West Ky for over 30 years and
would Isk• to be your Agent.

•

4'

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
43-4199
Murray, KY 71
Nationwide toll free:
140046541W

Homes For Sale

460

195
200

_Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipinvnt

210
220
240
260

'Inwood
Mtwara]
Miscellaneous
T V • Radio
Pets & Supplies

Antique*
Vacuum Cleaner"
Seen ng Machine'

380

Wood

MAINTENANCE/
ELECTRICAL
TECHNICIAN
Plumley Companies,
Silicone Produds Division Pans, TN seeks
individuals fix MAINTENANCE/ELECTRICAL
TECHNICIAN, with expenence in mechanics,
electronics, hydraulics,
pneumatics, general
maintenance, welding
and machining ITT
training or military electronic training a plus.
Mail resume to Plumley
Companies P.O. 758
Paris, TN 38242 Attention Silicone Plant Personnel

WANTED barmaids. waitresses & dancers. $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cale: Paris, Tn
901-642-4297 7prri-2arn
WANTED experienced, organized, reliable person for
part time secretarial &
bookkeeping help. 20-30
hours per week, pay
$4 25/hr 753-9654 or
753-9070
NOW hiring part time dishwasher Big Apple Cate,
Puryear, Tn Apply in person 901-247-5798

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY ACCOUNTANT
The Accountant. under the
direction of the Director of
Financial Management and
Planning is responsible for
reponing accouneng and
financial data of the Unviersity Duties include. but are
not enlist:110(1)audd cowdinabOn. schedule preparation and resolution of find
ings,(2) preparation of annual and quarterly financial
statements.(3) reporeng to
various federal and stale
agencies,(4) reconciliation
of university accounts to
state records,(5)comparative cost and ratio analysis.
and (6) ad-hoc financial
analysis as required by the
Director Qualifications re
quired include a bachelor's
degree in Accounting, have
a CPA certificate or cur
rendy meet qualifications to
hold a certificate, minimum
of two years experience in
financial statement preparation Or one year in auditing excellent analytical
skits,and-exponent* using
Lotus software Qualifications desired include experience in university or fund
accounting, ability to complete tasks under demanding time schedules and
ability to communicate effectively Salary will be conmensurate with experience
and qualifications Those
interested should send a
letter of application, resume and the names and
telephone numbers of at
least three professional re
ferences to Chair. Screen
irig Committee for Accountant, Murray State Unviersity, Sparks Hal, Second
Floor, 1 Murray St, Murray,
Ky 42071 Applications
must be received or postmarked on or before October 18.1993 Position will
be available on or before
December 1. 1993 Murray
State University is an equal
education and employment
opportunity, M/F/D/AA
employer
RECEPTIONIST/
Secretarial position available Knowledge of WordPerfect is required Send
resumes to PO Box 1040
E. Murray, KY 42071

NEED 15 people to work
Must be 18yrs old, senior
citizens welcome Excellent pay $S per hour plus
Apply in person at the Days
Inn Sign on the door No
phone calls please Thursday, Oct 7, lOarn & 6pm
NEED dependable babysilter in my home Must have
references 759-1586
Advisor,
SAFETY
$2150/mo Company will
train Call Mon -Fri.
only
9am-1pm
615-399 8269
LEGAL secretary Send resume to PO Box 1594,
Murray. KY 42071
LOOKING for 2 people that
would like a career opportunity in saes with a local
well established firm
Please mail your resume
to PO Box 1042 Murray.
KY 42071

CAR stereo installer, experience required List experience and/or resume to
PO Box 48 Murray. KY
42071
DO you need a GED/ Do
you need hope for the future and help to get•solid
career/ We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 twu
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 800arn -3 03pin
We we an EOE Tha prowl a funded by the Western Kentucky Private Industry Council-JTPA
EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mad Sten now
No experience Free supplies Free info No obligation Send SASE to Hi-Lo
Dept 28. PO Box 3648. San
Angelo, TX 76902
EASY WORK' EXCEL
LENT PAY' Assentbe products at home Cal loll free
1$0O-4675566 en 0047
HEATING & se duct in
mechanics & ap
prenecas needed for local
business Cali 753-8181
Sam 4 30pm. Mon-Fn Or
come by 1102 Chestnut & 64
out application
IMMEDIATE day positron
available Apply in pinion
No phone call pleats Subsay. 506 N 12111 St

ANTIOUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH paid for good used
rides shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
150
kart's
For Sala

4-51
nap

NE'
wet
753

fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.
A '2.00

Domestic
& Childcare
CLEANING houses a my
business Reliable and experienced. references. Call
Linda 759-9553

.S , NG

.CDME

RN
3p-llp full time position available for
nurse with supervisory skills. Excellent benefits and competitive salary.
Contact Barbara Clapp, RN
Director of Nursing
Apply In Person
502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET MURRAY

KENTUCKY 42071

Automobile
Detail Shop Mg-r.
McFadden Friendly Motors, South Haven, Michigan is a Dodge, Chrysler,
Plymouth franchise located on the
beautiful lakeshore of Lake Michigan.
We are seeking a hard working individual to oversee a four stall detail shop.
You must know the meaning of clean!
And have complete knowledge of what it
takes to detail a used vehicle. Excellent
compensation to the right person. For a
confidential interview please call Marty
Rouse between 8 a.m.-12 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
at 1-616-637-8558.

ALTERATIONS and re
pars Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth's See and Se*
Country Square, 1608 N
121, Murray 753-6981
SEWING lobs wanted, ncluding formal wear
753-1061
i00
Business
Opportnity
CONTEMPO FASHIONS
jewelry and accessories
has excellent opportunity in
party plan sales 'Kit program requires no investment
'No inventory to stock No
delivery 'High commission
'Also earn trips & prizes To
schedule interview call
Linda 1-800-484-7846
code 4537
FOR Immediate Sale Family business available in
Murray area Pan time possible Income to $51,000
Self for $25,000 cash &iglus inquiries only Cal Corporate 1800-779-5650

7.- FRIENDLY4
MOTORS ti1
geyser • Pawnee& • Doer • Deolgo Tholes
Itrue
14 Et MO it go 11111 I lha Re ila iiimeatra
Rae IMMO Fa re hada NS a Ca Tel Tee MAE

Or Trade
1913 CHEVROLET truck
1936 F20 Farrel tracioi
Ladder rack for van
753-5589

BODY shop gas heat big
air compressor bathroom
Also 4 or 5 cars for sale
437 4465 between
5pm Sprn

220

TREE tops 2 feather beds
435-4430
WHEAT straw $1 25/bale
489 2436
WOOD stoves 759 9663
WOOD stove for sale,
$350 Call for details
489-2598 after 5pm

WASHER, dryer & refrigerator 753 4684

1111

Home
Furnishings

3PC white little girls bed
room set 759 9882
BACK In Business
George Hodge 806 Col
dwater Rd Used furniture &
appliances Will sell or
buy Also furniture hand
refinished
FALL Market Savings' Living room suites sleeper.
loveseats, sectional,
rounded glass oak china
cabinets, all sizes, roll top
desk, recliners glider rockers. oak rockers, bedroom
suites, odd beds. 3,5 & 7pc
dining room suites, roll-away beds bunkbeds Save
on all furniture & bedding
Layaway kw Christmas
Carraway Furniture, 105 N
3rd St 753-1502
PECAN dining table with 6
chars. 3 leaves, custom
mid 753-7933 alter 5pm

310

250

270

PREFER rent to own or lust
rent mobile home or house
2 or 3br. reasonable (or
cheap') 762 4794

Moab
Home For flab
12x50. APPLIANCES sod
hookup new underpinning,
plumbing wiring & floor
Kyle 653-4802 or
653-2951 business
12x60 2BR central HA.
appliances $5600
759 4414

1 BR apt $205/mo
753-6716 after 6pm

Opens
Equipoises
I 87 REMINGTON sho
gun left hand $400
492 8548

SMi
bait
rani
*he
RUH

ray
753
9an

CRE
war
Orri
$20
NO
pran
able

SIC
with
27
boa'
stor
pnsi

Call

1BR dose to university &
hospital, some utilities paid
Call 7538756

1BR efficiency ape stove,
12x60' UNFURNISHED, refrigerator, welter furnexcept appliances. 2br. gas ished No pets Call
heat, central air, redecor- 753 6110 days 753-1817
ated inside and out after Ciprn
759-1199
1 OR 2br apts near down1974 GRANDVILLE 1260, town Murray 753-4109
2br, 1y, bath good condi2BR. duplex, garage, palm
tion 474 8344
w/c1 hookup, refrigerator,
1983 CLAYTON 14x65 stove, dishwasher, disfurnished or unfurnished
posal & yard maintenance
Must sell Call Greg $425/mo plus deposit
759 4522 or 345-2345
753-6697
1987 1470. 2br. 1 bath on 2BR duplex with carport
wooded 2 acres Will sell Lease No pets Refer
together or consider sepa- ences
$425/mo
rate, $23,000 Located in 753-7457
Hazel 492-8513
2BR duplex, like new, ap1993 CHAMPION 1680 pliances furnished.
3br. 2bath, island kitchen $400/mo Security deposit
oak cabinets vaulted cal
required 753-6654 days,
wigs, extra isuladon, central 435 4480 nights
hie, vinyl siding, shingled
roof, underpinning, custom 2BR duplex $400/mo
built, owner works for 753-9861
Champion Homes Located 2BR townhouse, 1h bath,
Coach Estate $26,500 deck washer & dryer, dis759-2507
hwasher, ceiling fans
Available November 1
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile $435/mo Coleman RE
home electric services 200 753-9898
amp $375 100 amp $325 EMBASSY 2br, central
435 4027
gas, appliances furnished
Also studio apt 1602 Olive
EAGLE Brand mobile Coleman RE 753-9898
home, 12x65 2br, 2 bath
on 2 lots in mobile home MUR-CAL Apartments now
park in city Phone accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
753-5140
Phone 759-4984 Equal
TRAILER with 2 lots near Housing Opportunity
lake for see Call 436-2032
NICE 1br furnished apt.
and leave message
105 No 16th St No pets
3210/mo plus deposit
280
Some utilities furnished
Robb
753 1953 days, 753-0870
Homo, For Neat
nights
2 & 3E1R Grogan & Mobile
Home Village Appliances NICE brick duplex 2br.
& water furnished Cole- central hia, appliances
furnished Coleman RE
man RE 753-9898
7519898
2BR unlurnished, central
hie, $200vmo plus deposit
NOW taking applications
No pets 474-2100
for Section 8 low rent housSHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, ing Apply in person at
electric or gas Walking dis- Southside Manor, 906
tance to college 753 5209 Broad St Extended, between Sam 12noon No
290
phone calls please Equal
Hsiang
Housing Opportunity
And Coaling
SPACIOUS 2br. 2 bath duNEW condition T/i ton plex, appliances furnished,
Trane heat & air unit Will central air & gas heat
accept bids 753-1300. af- $475/mo. 1 month deposit.
ter 7pm 489-2116
1 year lease No pets
753-2905
WOOD burning stove in
sari, excellent condition TAKING applications for
753 4471
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed300
rooms, handicap someWe Equal Housing OpporWetness
tunity Apply Hildale Ape
Reeds
Hardin. Ky or call
4 CAR garage with office & 502-437-4113
paved lot 753-4509

lk

TRACTORS 641 Ford
Workmaster & 444 IN good
condition After 5pm call
492 8411 or 492 6127

NIC
wra
fror
son
tron
sub
527

RETAIL or Office Space in
PIANO tuning John S Side Shopping Caner
Gottschalk. 753_9603 -^ 753-4509 or 753-6612

2BR or more house in
Alma 753-6697

APPLE IIC computer with
printer
some programs.
$500 Call after Ipm
4,35- 4613

1E3 Fe Sale

FIREWOOD seasoned, will
deliver 489-2617

Coleman

K T I and Associates ()term a kid line of investigative
services Bel At Center
753 3868 or 436-6099

WHITE French Provencal
bedroom suits twin beds
dresser night stand
753-6176 after 6pm

IBM convatbie, software.
$450 obo Cal 753-5350

800 2200S0 ft
RE 753-9898

BOGARD-trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock rip rap 759-1828

Applieress

WestAlew

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

Want
To Rent

WANTED resident mana435-4020
gers Persto(s) wanted to
live in very nicer homes in
'•••:
Western Kentucky areal.
care for individuals with 'BRASS plated fireplace en
spec* needs Experience closure and accessories.
working with the mentally $100 489 2761
retarded & developmenDUNE buggy, off ioad tube
tally disabled preferred
frame, 1641cc engine,
High school diploma or
good tires $1300
GED required Room &
753-3958
board, benefits, competitive salary & training proGIRL'S pagent dress. 2T
vided Please contact bought new in July, won 2
1-800-952-1603 or Send
pagents $75 474-2253
resume to PO Box 322
NEW metal siding & roofBenton, KY 42025
ing Cover 36 cut to length
WILDLIFE/ in 10 colors, galvanized
CONSERVATION JOBS and galvalume Secondary
Game wardens security, available 489 2722 or
maintenance, etc No exp 489 2724
necessary Now hiring For
call STEEL BLDGS Industrial
into
more
commercial, agricultural
219-7940010 ext 7159
24x36 to 70x150 Save
Sam Spm, 7 days
thousands Call Sam
LAW ENFORCEMENT Underwood Const (502)
759-1503
JOBS No exp necessary
Now hiring US Cutom. Offor slaughter,
STEERS
fers, Etc For into call(219)
900- 1000Ibs. lean beef, will
794-0010 ext 3007 Sem to
haul for local processing
Ilpm 7 days
$700 436 5416 after 6pm
ran

Business
Rentals

Fireweed

(Waimea
Services

All Colors S5 ea
94 w to Thurman
Rd.. turn right 1st
house on the right.

381
gar
Plehl
Marx

leer

357 MAGNUM S&W with
holster. $250 489-2617

HUGE MUMS
FOR SALE

38F
can
no
753

UM'

Yard Sale 8750 Prepaid

Ward
To Buy

WILL babysit $25/week
436-2903

ATTENTION Bluegrass
Pickers guitar player, bass
player It mandolin or fiddle
player needed for Bluegrass band If interested
please call 901-642-7309 &
leave name & phone
number.

Knights of Columbus Hall

Sale

Horns Furnishings

Ns

PEPSI-COLA is a leading
employer m the area, and
offers excellent opportunities with potential for advancement Pepsi is currently recruiting candidates
to enter a toning program
for route sales Candidates
selected will receive competitive pay, $350-$450 per
week in the first year, pee
LOST Reward' Syr old rebrentent paid vacation,
black Lab. male Lost May- group health insurance with
field area 362-4346, no lay-offs Interviews will
395-7168 call collect
be conducted at PepsiCola. Hwy 641N, Benton,
KY Friday, Oct 8, 9am to
REWARD offered' Lost:
3pm or Saturday. Oct 9,
red, black and while Basset
Sam to noon For appointhound, Dexter/Akno area
ment, call 1-800-829-7011.
Call 753-1468, 759-1423
Mon-Fri, Sarn to 5pm, Ext
247

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

(Doors pan al 4.001

Lot.. For Sale

160
165
170
180

213F
1'4
phi
nan
Dec
SPrt

436
25e per word 15.00 mintmum lit
day. Si per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. 11.75
extra for shopper(Ties. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

210

43 PEOPLE needed to lose
weight now' Totally new
breakthrough product
Natural
1 00%
502-569-1701

7:00

150
155

Loans

Farms For

Sala Or Trade
Want To Bay
Arttcles For Sale
. Appliances

...... For

130
140

For Salo Or Lease
Horne

Rooms For Rent

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK

. Mobile Florae For Sale

420

HBO
Wolof

X XXXXXXXXXXX X
x
•
ADULT
• BOOK STORE 3(
• Rear of Doll
X
X
House
X Novelties & Movies X
X

Reader Ads:
270

Rummies Rentals

I Iv 'N

$6.00 Column inch
Morley Ada
Diseent lei Raw
OM Nemo are Ran
(AU 3 Ai Mee Rea Weems $ Day Poled )
$1 75 per esteem mcb sus fir romday(Mr"
pirg Oriel

%WWII %%DISE

11.1'..‘

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

Boats 4 Motors 360

520

1••I %II .

300

Auto Services
Auto Parte
Used Cars
Vans
.
Used Trucks
Camper.

woos

Notice

i 0/, FT brakes for viny
work Rent by the day
436 2701

470

KI U

Homes For Rent

280 ....

020

L0fisi

100% reinsured'

Sale

540

010

Monthly income
available'

Ill

Public

410.

REAL Ph7TA1 F It F•1 %I

Exterminating
Business Services
... Heating And Cooling
Somme Offered

230
250
290
630

1:tit 1.,

Opporturuty

110

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
ItV ICEs

Livestock • Supplies

‘1 I t

Help Wanted
.Domestic • Childcare

090

.

5.50

'111 \ I

F.‘11•1
060

190
370
390
400

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertioa oftheir ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & Thom all be
mepositbie forody one incorrect insertion Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916

MAHliF

Farm Equipment

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

AMISIMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

(°.

DEADLINES

MasterCard

16 1
gus
,stoc

CE1
VCR
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Cie
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$75
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PEI
753

YEI
1 yr
$6
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WOOD WORKS

ftb‘ocSign6
Ask us about a sign!
(502) 382-2306
Located on Hwy. 94 West

ACI
will
efts

FOI
pro
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Idan
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Sin

Alga

28R bre* in town, carport,
1
bath, central ha. appliances, yard mainte
nonce nduded No pets
Deposit/references After
5pm 7534397
38R, 2 bath brick, new
central gas heat, waded*
now
Coleman RE
753-9898

is Nina.>
ley(Sfree.

urn 1st
a each
. $1.75
Deified.
!IV
paid
red to
after

Coleman

a heat. big
bathroom
rs for sale
between

38R brick. attached 2 car
garage, central ha, ap
dances, country lutchen
fenced yard Lease & sac
urity deposit $400/mo
436-2755
4-513R, avalabfre Nov 1.
lease & security deposit
required 753-4109
NEWLY remodeled 3br.
1 bath home new Southwest School $500/mo
753-7920. 753-1664
NICE 2br home lakeview
wrap around deck. 1 block
from boat ramp fishing
swimming area Minutes
from Murray in extra nice
subdivision $425/mo Call
527-9639
SMALL 6 room house, 1
bath. electric or wood heat,
range & refrigerator turn'shed, in quiet wooded
area, 2 miles north of Murray $300/mo plus deposit
753-4566 days between
9am-5pm

Space Ni
rig Center
i3-6612

r house in

own or just
e or house
onable (or
'
94

asI

5/mo
6Prn

Call

&
iolities paid

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Cal 753-2935
STORAGE buildings all
with 10' overhead doors
27 deep Great place for
boat or motorhome or just
storage Rogers Enter
prises 753-5140

new down'53-4109

Ita9e. Pan°.
,etnowator
disaintenance
; deposit

Livestock
& Supplai
16 MONTH old black Angus , bull From registered
stock, $500 436-27D6
CERTIFIED Farrier Service hot and cold shoeing
Gary Amen 345-2471
GOOSENECK trailer. 1611,
tandem axle, dual wheels,
heavy duty, with adjustable
loading ramps, $2200
489-2050 753-2533
tan
Pets
& Supplies

itti carport
its Refer425imo

AKC SIBERIAN HUSKIES
top quality bloodlines
Black/white, gray/white
with blue eyes 753-8809

a new, apr n is h ed
Inty deposit
5654 days,

AKC Yorkies & Golden Retrievers, Champion bloodlines, pedigrees & guarantees on at pups 328-8092

$400/mo

DACHSHUND puppies,
AKC, deposit will hold.
$150 901-584-4475

1/r bath,
dryer, dosling fans
vember 1
leman RE

or. central
;furnished
1602 Olive
'53-9898

Iments now
cations for
apartments
i84 Equal
rtunity

'shed apt,
It No pets
s deposit
furnished
753-0870

uplex 2br,
appliances
tertian RE

applications
w rent housperson at
lanor. 906
ended. be2noon No
ease Equal
rtxoty

r. 2 bath duos furnished,
gas heat
rotti deposit,
No pets

'cations for
I subsidized
2 & 3 bedap aocessising OPPothada* Apts
or call

ref

Oct 7 &
am -5 p.m.
94 East to Easy Y
Growl, right on
280 114 mile to green
& white double wide
house trailer.
Camper 1965 Ford
truck, 1979 Mustang
clothes shoes turnlure, odds & ends

Carport
Sale
1301-8 N. 16th
across from &loose
Lodge
Oct. 7, 8 & 9
9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Carport &
Yard Sale
501 So. 7th St.
Oct 7+9
Rain or Shine
8 a.m.-6 p.m
Each Day
Antiques, glassware.
WOW. bra, clothes,
books, banes, fishing &
fairies. 35 houseplants.
some c.alus

Yard Sale
114

FINCHES $7/ea, various
size cages Call 759-4119
after 5pm or leave
message
HAVE an obedient, sate
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
MOUNTAIN Cur for sale,
$75 Mixed puppies free to
good home Cal Richard
474-8748

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON

10V. ott
All Dog
Grooming
all sizes
Ask about specials

All breeds,

759-1768
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
YELLOW Nape Amazon,
1 yr, tame, good talker,
Call
$650 w/cage
753-7370

RE/k4/U( Propiabse Lfri
Bob Penn Pail Dailey
Bet -Air
Center
5 0 2 - 753 -SOLD
1 -800369-5780
ROBERTS Realty Calloway County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For al your reel
estrus needs call tam today at 753-16511 Sycamore and 12th St

Grove on 94 W.
Thurs., Ff1. & Sat.
a.m.-?
Dresser

&

weight

bench, odds & ends.

Yard
Sale
1600 Sunset
Oct 7
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Boys & ladies clothing, bedroom furniture, paperbacks, decorabve items, misc.

Yard Sale
F-11 Coach
Estates
Thurt-Frlday
Oct 7 & 8
7:30 a.m.-?
Woman's bike, knack
knacks, glassware, 2
sets of king waterbed
sheets, lots of misc.

Garage Sale
Thursday All Day
Rain or Shins
Hwy. 1429 Coles
Campground
Rd.
8th house on left off
641 North or 4th
house on right off
16th Ext.
Too much to mention,
some antiques.

PRIME lakefront property
just reduced $13.000 Cal
753-1222 today to see this
great 4br, 3 bath home with
lovely view from every
room, weep wound deck or
cool side Beautifully maintamed Offered at $185.000
through Kopperud Realty
Ml_Se 4969

Late
For Sale

Moving Sale
Thurs. &
Oct 7 & 8
151 Shady Oaks
Trailer Court
lamps,
Furniture,
dishes, floor lamps,
misc.
Everything
must go.
Rain or Shine

.1s0
Finns
For Sale
NICE 4br home on 21
acres, fence, pond, 32x32
shop, barn and many other
features Mid $70's Cal
Roberts Realty 753-1651
sfin
Howse
For Ws
3-4BR 1 bath frame house
for sale by owner on ()Nye
Street Priced in the $40's
753-7390
3800 SO ft of quality house
located all556 Canterbury
Dr Builders personal
home Would consider
trade Cal 753-3672 after
SPIT'
3BR. 1 bath brick ranch
style excellent Condidon,
on '4 acre lot, East State
Line Rd, $65,000
492-8548
3BR, located 303 yds from
Wrangler's Riding Club,
about 5 minutes from Murray on Van Cleave Rd, 3
acres at fenced, horse barn
& 30x40 shop 753-4525
BRICK ranch, 4br, 2 bath,
12x26 screened deck off
large kitchen, new root
equipment/tool shed Approx 3 5 acres fenced for
horses or cattle Off Bethel
Church Rd, 5 mules northeast of Murray 759-4047
after 6pm Reduced to sells
MUST see this home 3br , 2
bath brock on very nice lot, 2
mites from Murray Immediate possession $85,000_
Call today 759-1854.
NEEDING mother-in-law
quarters? Call 753-1222 to
'see this Mx,3%4 bath home
with a specious apartment
in walk out basement All
this with a large barn on 3
acres, only minutes from
town_ Offered in the $80's
through Kopperud Realty
MLSI 4318.
NICE 3br brick, large living
room, large kitchen, 2 fuN
baths, utility room, 2 car
garage, large patio, on 1
we lot with natural gas,
central air, city water.
$66,000. 437-4855 after
5fxrl-

lkitorcycles
1986 700 SUZUKI Intruder,
black, extra chrome, 6XXX
miles, $2030. 759-2507.

CLASSIFIED
PURDOM MOTORS, INC.

Rad

ACREAGE for safe, also
will lease or rent 753-1300
after 7prn 4594116
FOR sale by owner Sinai
professional building
downtown. 505 Alain St
Ideal for Accountant Insurance. Dantel or UM office
Call 759-1429

to,
r

Gerald Linn

1989 YZ80 1989 AM 125
iv/rebuilt motor Cargo
trailer For info call
437-4125 or 753-3243 before 8pm
1992 HONDA CM 600 F2
44XX miles, red and white
excellent condition $5000
759-4924
DISCOUNT pens, dependable service for M brands
MOTORCYCLE PARTS &
SERVICE north of Murray
on Coles Campground Rd
Open weekdays 4pm 6pm
Sat lOarn 3ixn
KID'S take„ Yamaha Pee
Wee 50, 1992, low hours
$650 753-4832

Eddie Linn

753-5315
* BODY SHOP *
AD Work Guaranteed To Your Satisfaction.
Rental Cars Available
Work On All Makes & Modals. Foreign re Domestic

(JERRY
'
S
CUSTOM leTClall CAIIIMETS
COSMO w000irroseamso
Al Type* Of:

c
wHo
oumiuttes
NsTERecov
RoTaiD
dePerviS
s

Boat Storage 1
at Lee Marine
Available beginning
Oct. 1st private boat
storage stalls 11 ft.
wide • 30 tt. deep,
10:10 ft Overhead
door.

Taking
reservations now.
$50mo-12 mo Contract
$55.mo -6 mo contract
$60-monthly rate

753-4408
BOAT & camper storage
753 4509

1980 CHRYSLER LeBa
ron, 47 XXX actual miles
$2500 obo 489-2090
1984 CHRYSLER New
Yorker 4dr 4 cyl loaded
100 XXX mikes excellent
condibon $2200 obo Call
after 5pm 759 4154
1984 1.4AZDA LX, autorna

1985 MERCURY Topaz
diesel, runs good, right side
damaged. $350 Call after
5pm 753 0062 •

Moving, Rearranging
your present home?
We can move your
&
apfurniture
pliances along w
household
other
productS

1987 GRAND AM LE
loaded good condition
95 XXX Mika, $3650 After
6pm 435-4499
1988 CHEVY Corsica LT
45.XXX miles. one owner
loaded Call 759-1525 after

spai
1989 BUICK Skylark one
owner, 56 XXX miles Call
after 6pm 753 0043
1990 MITSUBISHI Eclipse
GSX, red, all wheel drive
all options, excellent cond
lion. 49.XXX miles
$12,900 759-4924
1990 RED Grand Am LE,
a/c, am/fm cassette, till,
cruise, at power, ground
effects, auto, sharp. $6750
753-8098
71 OPAL great gas mi
leage Call 437-4125 or
753-3243 before 8pm
FIXER Upper, 1972 BUiCic
LaSabre, needs transmission. $75 753-3474

con
Used
Trucks
1982 JEEP CJ7 hard top,
Laredo, 13500 435-4374
1983 S10 BLAZER good
condition Call 753-6805 after 5pm
1986 FORD Bronco II. 4
wheel drive with new Michelin ores. extra sharp
Asking $5250 753-5676
1986 GMC Serra a/c pit,
pis, V6 Call 753-1451 before 9pm
1988 CHEVY S10 4x4
80.XXX miles, one owner,
local truck 436-5508
1990 JEEP Comanche
pickup, 25 XXX miles Asking $8300 753-2336
1990 MAZDA truck auto
with overdrive, a/c tool
box. $5900 436-5772

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete installation and ser
vice
Call Gary at
759 4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
bachhoe work septic sys
toms 354 8161 after 4pm

I A A 1 Hauling tree trim
ming tree removal dean
log out sheds attics & odd
lobs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb
Al IA all around mowing &
tree trimming & light haul
ing Call 436 2528 ask for
Mark
Al AL S hauling yard
work tree removal mow
ing
Free estimates
759 1683

KITCHEN CABINET RE
CO VERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain for
mica all colors Free esti
mates Wulff s Recovery
Murray 436 5560
LAWN mowing & leaf
mulching Coleman Bone
feel 759 4564

Diul-A-Serrice

is a handy clip-out section
running cacti N1iind:t in the classifieds You get Ii
2\1 riii•ulit), liii, rugularly priced at $10.00. 1,i

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
Capers
and etc Excellent protec1977 SKYLARK travel tion high quality, excellent
trailer, separate bedroom, value Roy Hill 759-4664
good condition. $2500
C 8 C Painting, free esti436-5535
mates Call 753-0884
1978
Airstream
1979 31FT
C
8 D HOME Repairs Cal
Chevrolet Suburban 454
Will sell together or sepa- 753 9669
rate 753-0114
CHIM Chlm Chimney
24FT Holiday camper, Sweeps has 10% sensor
$1650 492-8826 after citizen discounts We sell
2 4 7- 5 79 4 chimney caps and screens
6p m
435 4191
9am-4 30prn
S10

Only $5 A Week!
Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916
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Hazel, KY (Hwy. 641) 492-8507

HERE

Visa and Master Card

Open: 7 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

Ground Beef

$149
lb.

$139

Ground Beef

lb.

Tip Roast

lb.

Tip Steak

$199
b. $
2
19

Hughes Country

$139

Sausage
GPC

753-1916

111

C1C.11\
,

WINDOW 8 door repair
Repair, re creen, re glaze
aluminum or wood 20yrs
experience 753 2330
prompt service

753-1916
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WILL blow out gutters and
mulch leaves 753 8908

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Call Us Today!
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Family Pack

• Drop by and see our showroom
surieurn munruiv some &vim Ilri%
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Al TREE Service Stump MAKE appointments now
removal and tor,arng Frog, )or professional gutter
estimates ;53 0906 after cleaning & window clean
5pm 759 9816 753 0495 09 Will do some loaf re
mov al Owned & operated
ALPHA Builders Carpen
by Allan McCallum Paint &
try, remodeling porches Decorating 759 1963
roofing concrete drive
MR Chimney chimney
ways painting mainte
nance etc Free estimates cleaner 492 8723
489 2303
PAINTING exterior, inter
ANTIQUE refinishing fur ior Call Charlie Rains
micro repair & custom 753 5754
woodworking 753 8056
PLUMBING repairman with
APPLIANCE REPAIRS same day service Call
Factory trained by 3 malor 436 5255
manufacturers All work ROCKY COLSON Home
and parts warranted Ask Repair Roofing siding
for Andy at The Appliance painting plumbing con
Works, 753 2455
Crete Free estimates Call
APPLIANCE SERVICE 474 2307
Kenmore Westinghouse SHEETROCK finishing
Whirlpool 30• years ex
textured ceilings Larry
BOBBY Chrisman 492 8742
perience
HOPPER, 436 5848
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
BACKHOE Service corn
Removal Insured with full
plots foundations Phone line of equipment Free es
492 8516
D Pager timates Day or night
762 7221
753 5484
BACKHOE SERVICE
THE Gutter Co Seamless
BRENT ALLEN septic tank aluminum gutters variety
installation repair replace
of colors Licensed in
ment 759 1515
sured Estimate available
BACKHOE Service ROY 759 4690
HILL. Septic system, drive
TYPtNG Editing Reways, hauling foundations, sumes term papers rnanu
etc 759 4664.
scripts etc $1 50 page
BILLS Window Cleaning 759 9660
Service Residential,"
Commerical
Call VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaning753 5934
servicing $15, most repairs
BOBS Plumbing Repair $35 Free estimates Route
Service All work guaran
1, Almo Open 9 12 1 5
teed
753 1134 or
Mon Fri 753 0530
436-5832
WANTED light hauling
trees trimmed or removed
CARPET and vinyl installaCall Don 753 2772 or
tion and repairs Glen Bob753-2320
ber, 759-1247

1991 FORD Ranger XLT,
p/s, ph), arnftrn
Sop,
cassttee. sliding rear glass
23,XXX miles Call
753-9095 leave message CARPET Installation Car.
pet & vinyl, commercial &
1991 TOYOTA 4 wheel residential We install Ber
23,XXX
air.
drive, red, auto,
ber tool Call 753-2504 ask
miles 759-9841
for Mike Goforth

CALL
753-1916

Attention
Classi ed Advertisers!

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling vinyl siding
vinyl replacement win
dows vinyl flooring
436 2052

K B ASSOCIATES Gen
oral construction remodel
ing garages decks patios
interior trim 753 0834

Waxing
Floors &
Maintenance

Stripping &

(502) 436-2663

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferenoes 436 2701

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

40..

Owner

Beverly DeVries

GENERAL Repair plumb
mg roofing tree work
436 2642

Master Card

753.010

Carpets
General Cleaning
Officee

DRYWALL finishing re
pairs additions and Wow
ing ceilings 753 4761

Esperercd
refer
ewes available

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE

Will Travel

Bonded
References

DAVE S Window Cleaning
is now accepting houses for
this tail Call for free eso
mate 753 9873

Custom Woodworking

$
111116

Have Mop

436 5560

HANDYMAN will do plumb
ing electrical carpentry
and general repair
753 0596

1986 OLDS Cutlass Sierra
new tires 759 1810
1986 VW Jetta one owner
Call 753 7722

custom
offices
Murray

Residential &
Commercial
Sekvice
Call 753-0775 for tree
estimate If no answer
leave message

SieriCel
Oland

Sanaa
Oland

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree work
436 2642

1975 GREMLIN 350 fair
condition Call 753-3439

WOODED Sot, 500 South
11th St, 10011 wide, 7511
deep $7500 753-7540

410

Public
Sale

1986 HONDA 350 4:4 with
blade $2200 435-4374

Lake
Prspeity

mile East Lynn

tio

1nrversIty

apt stove,
'liter turnats Call
753-1817

Yard Sale

KOPPERUD Really has
buyers waiting to purdris•
homes-al price ranges If
you we thinking of agingcontact one of our mute*
ous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Man St

Sin

S i10

Services
Offered

Ilotortysiss

7B
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

igarettes

8784
per canon

We Accept Food Stamps
We Give Quality Stamps
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WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 6, 1993

LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY
a

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Oct. 6, the 279th day of 1991 There are 86
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Twenty years ago, on Oct. 6, 1973, war erupted in the Middle East
as Egypt and Syria attacked Israel during the Yom Kippur holiday.
On this date:
In 1683, 13 families from Krefeld. Germany, arrived in present-day
Philadelphia to begin Germantown, one of America's oldest
settlements.
In 1884, the Naval War College was established in Newport, R.I.
In 1889, the Moulin Rouge in Paris first opened its doors to the
public.
In 1891, Charles Stewart Parnell, the so-called Uncrowned King of
Ireland, died in Brighton, England.
In 1892, poet Alfred, Lord Tennyson died in Haslemere. England,
at age 83.
In 1927, the era of talking pictures arrived with the opening of
"Thc Jazz Singer," starring Al Jolson.
In 1976, in his second debate with Jimmy Carter, President Ford
asserted there was "no Soviet domination of eastern Europe." Ford
later conceded he'd misspoke.
In 1981, Egyptian President Anwar Sadat was shot to death by
Muslim fundamentalists while reviewing a military parade.
Ten years ago: Cardinal Terence Cooke, the spiritual head of the
Archdiocese of New York, died at his residence behind St. Patrick's
Cathedral at age 62. Novelist William Golding was named winner of
the Nobel Prize in literature.
Five years ago: General Augusto Pinochet, the president of Chile,
conceded defeat in a referendum held the day before to determine
whether he should receive a new eight-year term of office. Pinochet,
however, vowed to Stay president until his term ran out in 1990.
One year ago: For the first time since formally entering the presidential race, Ross Perot appeared in a paid, 30-minute broadcast on
CBS-TV in which he appealed for Americans to join his independent
bid.
Today's Birthdays: Author-journalist Shana Alexander is 68. The
president of Syria, Hafez Assad, is 63. Actress Britt Ekland is 51.
Impressionist Fred Travalcna is 51.
Thought for Today: "I'm an idealist. I don't know where I'm going
but I'm on my way." — Carl Sandburg. American poet and author
(1878-1967).

Ten years ago
Joe Cartwright, chairman of
Department of History at Murray
State University. spoke at a meeting of Western Kentucky Association of History and Social Studies Teachers held at CUITIS Center, MSU.
Brown Tucker talked about
"Northwest Part of Calloway
County" at a meeting of Coldwater Homemakers Club held at the
home of Lucile Potts.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Turner
will be married for 50 years on
Oct. 9.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Raspberry,
Sept. 27, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Danny Kincer, Sept. 30.
Elder W.C.(Conn) Arnold will
speak at Murray Seventh-day
Adventist Church on Oct. 8..

biology at Murray State University, was named "Kiwanian of the
Year" at annual banquet and
installation of officers of Murray
Kiwanis Club on Oct. 4 at Murray Woman's Club House.
Diane Wilson, Charlie Lassiter,
Sue Thweau, Hollie Alderdice,
Modene Grogan, John Grogan,
Rhonda Nell Herndon, Ruby Grogan, Ruth Lassiter. Bernice Westerman and Ruth Donelson are
new officers of Temple Hill
Chapter No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star.
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Beach
observed their 68th wedding
anniversary on Sept. 29.
The Rev. Gerald Owen will be
speaker for a revival meeting at
Hazel Baptist Church, Oct. 8-14,
according to the Rev. James T.
Garland, pastor.
Thirty years .go

Twenty years ago

brawn, son of Mr. and Mrs.

James B. Allbritten, is now serving in Verona, Italy.
Burman Parker, chief of Murray Police Department, was
speaker at a meeting of Murray
Rotary Club.
Serving as officers of Junior
Beta Club at Faxon School are
Patricia Wilson, Barbara Brooks,
Pamela Susan Duncan, Charlotte
Jeffrey, Vicki Greenfield and
Paulette Morris.
Mrs. Elmer Collins presented a
lesson on "Teaching Child the
Value of Money" at a meeting of
Paris Road Homemakers Club
held at the home of Mrs. J.T.
Taylor. Mrs. Leroy Eldridge,
president, presided.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Bowling Green Purples 34 to
13 at a football game at Bowling
Green.

Army 1st Lt. William H. All-

Dr. Robert Daniel, professor of

Forty years ago

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY Fro the aunt of an
IS-. 16- and 7-year-old. I have no
children of my own, and for the past
IS years I have shipped gifts for
every birthday. Hanukkah and
Valentine's Day. I usually send
cards for Halloween. too , and plenty
of "no reason" gifts, I have lie% er
received a card for an aunt on
Mother's Day and none of t he-"ekids know when my birthday is. I
never get thank-you's or acknowledgments. so I generally have to call
to make sure a package has been
received.
This past holiday season , iny
eighth month of unemployment

didn t
.105 gilt, at all. hitt
picked it up again in January when
I started working. I still haven't
heard anything from any body evidently it made no difference that
they didn't hear from me.
I send those gifts because I love
them, and nothing will change that.
hut I'd he lying if! didn't admit that
the gifts have grown less and It•!es
generous and are S- ent with resentment. I blame the parents for not
teaching those kids better manners.
because they will suffer when they
get out in the business world and
don't have, the manners to write a
thank-you note.
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THE FAR SIDE

_IPAGW000!!!

1 hi..
Ohl!
each child
turn- I -• no more gilt- They probably won't even notice'', Do you
blame me')

to eat h other He told no, he had
'lived with an "older woman" for
three years. but it'had been over for
a year. I believed him
Well, a month ago. I got a teleAUNTIE .1. IN L.A.
phone call from his "former- girlDEAR AUNTIE: No. More
friend. saying that she and Jeff had
"aunties" should gather the
been sleeping together the whole
courage to follow your example.
time he and I were dating'
And that goes for generous
When I confronted him, he said
uncles, too.
she was a liar. I asked him to call
her and prove it, so he called her,
*
but all I could hear was him, and he
didn't say one thing to prove his
DEAR ABBY I em 2; and Jeff' innocence. He talked so nice and
, not his real name- 2S. We met at .sweet to her. This upset me. so I
work and were very much attracted
asked him to call her again and let
me listen, but he refused.
I knew Jeff went to see her often
because they own a dog together.
Now the dog is with Jeff, and she
goes to his house every day - he
.claims. to see the dog. Well. I called
his house one night at 11 p.m. and
she answered the phone. That was
it for me! I told Jeff that was the
end of our relationship. hut he
insists I am jumping to conclusions.
and they are just friends.
Abby, you're a smart lady. Would
you believe hirie•
SEX'()ND TO NOBODY
..o

By GARY LARSON

DEAR SECOND: No. And you
also must be having some serious doubts, or you wouldn't be
sharing his shaggy dog story
with me.
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Over 60 merchants are cooperating in city-wide effort to stimulate. business in the Murray area.
Ray Brownfield and C.W.
Kemper were speakers at a meeting of Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club. Brownfield talked about "Lawns - Their
Making and Maintenance" and
Kemper on "Landscape Your own
Home."
Murray High School Tigers
beat Fulton Bulldogs 26 to 0 in a
football game.
Murray Woman's Club hosted
the 40th annual meeting of First
District of Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs held Oct. 2 at
the club house. Mrs. I.D. Thompson, state president, was the featured speaker.
Earnest Phillips was honored at
a dinner in celebration of his
62nd birthday on Oct. 4 at the
home of a daughter, Mrs. Rudel
Norman.
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CATHY
17 BRADLEY
1 F' NE CAUONT ME OfF 15LIA4EHOO, HA!
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r
AultE Going, OUT WITH
I COULDN'T THINK Of AN EXCUSE FAST ENOUGH!I HAVE
(BRADLEY AVIIN, CATHY ??
TO &ET OUT Of IT! I'LL LIE
AND 5RY rm sic0. No! rIL
I SAY WE'RE MOVING OUT Of
TOWN! NO! I'll ACTOALL'I
MOVE OUT OF TOWN!'
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LOOKS
WORSE.

AI.,, YOU'RE
SAIEARiNG "EXTRA
COVERAGE' MAKEUP ALL OVER.
MY SHOULDER

Classic conversation stoppers
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CROSSWORDS
_
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD
OF COURSE THIS
IS AFTERNOON

(' I M NOT AT MY BEST\INTHEMN3

WHICH 51401.1LP GIVE YOU AN IPEA
OF WHAT MORNINGS ARE. LIKE

1 Home of
N.Y. Mats
5 Semiprecious
stone
9 Bespatter
12 Cure
13 Greek letter
14 The self
15 Main dinner
course
17 Agave plant
18 - tem
19 Actual being
21 Vision
23 Playhouses
27 La vie - rose
28 Vast throng
29 Scold
31 Period of
time
34 Spanish
article
35 Still
37 Crony:cc:wog.
39 Exist

IF YOU REALLY LOVE' ME
YOU UJOLILDN'T ASK ME TO
BUY YOU A MUSIC BOX..

lid

WI

1

flrleaSUre

Rags
50 Alcoholic
beverages
53 Act
54 "- Justice
for All"
55 Note of scale
57 Builds
61 - cream
62 Among
64 American
Ostrich
65 Sailor:
colloq.
66 Strokes
67 Old name for
Thailand

48

Answor to Previous Punk,
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2 Chicken
3 Dine
4 Previously
5 Fat
6 Hebrew letter
7 Siamese
currency

8 Deposited
9 Rely
10 Tel Mahal site
11 Loud noise
DOWN
16 High regard
20 Sea save
1 That woman
22 Concerning
23 Those there
24 Pil
25 Teutonic
10 11
9
7 8
5 8
2 3 4
1
deity
26 Weaken
14
13
12
30 TV's Jim
Rockford
17
15
1$UU 32 Border on
33 Deep desires
ill
21 22
20
Gratuity
19
UU 36 Conductors
38
41 Fragile
43 Conducted
31 Mil 45 Hosp
29
28
attendant
47 Myself
39
37
35
49 Wants
ill
ill
1111
50 Linger
45
44
42
43
51 Peruvian
ill
Indian
WI
4.
52 Strike
56 Wine cup
41I•
53
52
58 Tai
59 Hyson
illill
58 59 60 60 - Donaldson
57
63 Stephen King
ilhil
111
novei
84
63
62
61

Whilhil

PEANUTS

40 "When Harry
- Sally"
42 Were measure
44 TV repeat
show
46 Printer's

WI II

DEAR DR. GOTT: Please discuss
the significance of a hematocrit of
37.5, down from 40 on my annual read•
ings. I'm a 73-year-old male in good
health.
DEAR READER: First of all, the
hematocrit iwhich measures your red
blood cells and is a test for anemia'
cannot be carried out to a decimal
point. The test is simply not that accurate. So let's round off your first value
to 38.
The difference between 38 and 40. a
year apart. is inconsequential and
may be due merely to normal variations in how the test was performed
from one year to the next. Ask your
doctor about this. Depending on your
general state of health. I'd tend to dis
count the different readings.
But maybe he'll want to repeat the
lest;,Itit i.fur orfiye points lowej . 7 .
35 or 35. sav
I'd be concerned that you could ix. developing anemia -.from internal loss of blood, for example. In this case, you might experience
weakness, fatigue and shortness of
breath...Internal bleeding is a common
cause of anemia in older patients
With respect to the hematocrit test.
however. I would ignore a difference
of only two points.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My son was
involved in a car accident and was
subsequently prescribed pain medication with a notation to take it every
four hours. Neither his doctor nor the
druggist told him to avoid taking more
than four tablets in a 24-hour period.
Consequently. he hallucinated. suffered from severe agitation and was
totally out of control Should there be
some notation made on prescription
medications?
DEAR READER: yes, there should
be -- and often there is.
But in all fairness to your doctor
and pharmacist. I believe your son's
reaction was highly unusual. For one
thing. when physicians prescribe pain
medication, they assume that their
patients will sleep at least six hours
iper 241 - especially if medicated
Hence, that leaves only four or five
doses of the drug. hardly enough to
cause major complications.
In addition, most analgesics. even il
taken every four hours around the
cloek, won't cause hallucinations and
agitation. Therefore. 1 suspect that
your son had What's called an idiosyn
cratic reaction to the medication - a
rare degree of over-sensitivity .
Nonetheless. some drugs notably tranquilizers -- should only
be
whteank npdre
us
r icnrgi btehed ru.uagksi gsuhcohu ras
antibiotics or analgesics) every four
hours. I assume the patient will take
the medicine every four hours while
awake: for example. 8 a m.. noon. 4
p.m. and 8 p.m. - with, perhaps, an
additional dose during the night in
certain instances.
Therefore, your son's problem wa.s
probably accentuated by a lack of
communication. In any case, he
should certainly avoid this medication
in the future.
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